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Composite materials are becoming viable solutions for making safe, yet lighter
and more fuel-efficient vehicles in the automotive industry. However, conventional
thermal-based composite manufacturing methods are energy intensive. Potential al-
ternatives are radiation-based curing processes which lend themselves to layer-by-layer
additive processes that are suitable for making thick structural parts. This disser-
tation documents an investigation into ultraviolet (UV) induced curing and layering
processes including schemes for their optimization and control. First, a curing pro-
cess model is developed that is comprised of the coupled cure-kinetics and thermal
evolution for a cationic polymerization of a single layer of material. This model is
then extended to the process of concurrent layering and curing of multiple layers. The
model for processing multiple layers is characterized as a multi-mode hybrid system
that switches modes both when the UV source is turned off and when a new layer is
added. A computational framework is outlined for determining the optimal sequence
of switching times that gives a minimal cure level deviation across all layers subjected
to the multi-mode hybrid system model of the process. For validation purposes, a one
layer material with two mode has been considered. Comparison of the hardness of a
sample cured with optimal switching time versus another sample cured for a longer
time showed similar hardness values while using energy/ total time.
To improve the interlaminar shear strength, the effect of in-situ consolidation
ii
pressure on the inter-laminar shear strength of the final product is assessed experi-
mentally. Using the optimal time sequence, a fiber-reinforced composite is made with
in-situ consolidation and curing. The results showed that thick composite parts fab-
ricated with in-situ consolidation and UV curing process, with the optimal sequence,
showed increased inter-laminar shear strength with increases of the consolidation pres-
sure up to a certain point. An increase in consolidation pressure beyond this point
decreased the interlaminar-shear strength. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is
used to investigate the effect of compaction on the microstructure of the final cured
product.
For online control, first, a nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) scheme
is outlined for UV-induced acrylate-based curing of a single layer thick composite
part. Then, the model is extended for switching nonlinear model predictive control
(SNMPC) for layer-by-layer curing process. The key characteristic is that the pro-
cesses model switches when a new layer is added to the existing layer. Open loop
optimal control is used to determine the optimal layering time and temperature pro-
file which give a nearly uniform cure distribution of a thick composite material. Once
the temperature trajectory and optimal time sequences are found, the SNMPC is
implemented for online control. The objective is to determine theoretical optimal be-
havior which is then used for online SNMPC for tracking the reference temperature
distribution. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach a three-layer
fiber-reinforced resin is considered and results show a very good agreement between
the reference temperature distribution and SNMPC.
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Composites have become a noteworthy class of structural materials and are
either utilized or being considered for use as a substitution for metals in many parts
in automotive, aerospace and other similar industries where weight reduction is crit-
ical in their structural components. Composites offer a combination of strength and
modulus which are equal or better than most metallic materials (Fig. 1.1). This is
due to their low density, the high strength to weight ratios and modulus to weight
ratios. Moreover, composites have excellent fatigue damage tolerance [1]. Composites
can offer a range of mass reductions over steel ranging from 25−30% (glass fiber sys-
tems) up to 60−70% (carbon fiber systems). A weight reduction directly minimizes
energy consumption as, with the exception of aerodynamic resistance, the energy re-
quired to move a vehicle is directly proportional to the vehicle’s weight, thus reducing
the environmental impact of all upstream activities such as fuel supply, engine en-
ergy conversion etc.[2]. A 1% reduction in the gross weight of an empty aircraft will
reduce fuel consumption upto 0.75% [3, 4]. This research is motivated by the po-
1
tential benefit of radiation-based additive manufacturing (AM) for thick composites.
AM has transformed into a robust manufacturing paradigm and enabled producing
highly customized parts with significantly improved mechanical properties, compared
to resin alone. AM of polymers has found their potential application in aerospace
industries for creating complex light weight structures [5], structural models [6, 7],
for vehicle structures [8] and medical fields for printing tissues and organs [9, 10, 11].
 
Figure 1.1: Specific stiffness and specific strength for various materials, the figure
highlights Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) Composites and Glass Fiber
Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) Composites [12]
2
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Free radical polymerization
Majority of UV cure chemistry is the free radical type which mainly uses
acrylate components. There are variety of monomors and oligomers which provide
a range of properties are available. The free radicals can be produced by thermal,
catalytic or photo-chemical decomposition of organic peroxides, hydroperoxides, azo
and diazo compounds. The growth of the polymer chains occur by successive addition
of monomers. The general assumption is that the radical reactivity is independent of
the chain length and termination occurs via combination or disproportionation. Light
induced polymerization stops when light source is off. Free radical polymerization are
susceptible to oxygen inhibition where oxygen in the air prevents the molecules at the
surface from polymerization. The schematic of free radical polymerization is given
Fig. 1.2 and the initation, propagation and termination mechanisms are shown in
Fig. 1.3.
The comparision between free radical and cationic photopolymerization is sum-
merized in Table 1.1. There have been few works on free-radical based thick composite
Table 1.1: Comparison between free radical and cationic curing [15]
Free-radical Cationic
Cost Low High




manufacturing, however there is no work so far which uses cationic based thick com-
posite manufacturing. Therefore , in this dissertation cationc photoinitatiors are used
for offline optimal control and free radical photoinitators are used for online control.
3
Figure 1.2: Schematic of free radical polymerization [13]
Figure 1.3: Free radical polymerization mechanism[14]
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1.2.2 Cationic polymerization
Cationic polymerization is a type of chain growth polymerization in which a
cationic initiator transfers a proton to a monomer which then becomes reactive. In
cationic polymerization mainly contain epoxy and/or vinyl ether components and
very small amounts of (strong) Lewis acids. Currently, there is a limited variety of
monomers and/or oligomers for cationic polymerization. Once it is exposed to light
, curing can continue after the light is off. However, the cure rate is less than as
compared to the one with light on and it depends on the temperature. Cationic
photoinitiators are humidity vulnerable. The cationic polymerization mechanism is
shown in Fig. 1.4.
Figure 1.4: Cationic photopolymerization of an epoxy monomer in the presence of a
generic triphenyl sulfonium salt[16]
1.2.3 Ultraviolet (UV) radiation
In the past, thermal curing had been the sole mechanism for the curing of
temperature sensitive substrates, like plastics, papers, woods. However, nowadays,
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UV curing has become an alternate curing mechanism to thermal curing. These
alternative curing technology uses the energy of photons of radiation sources in the
short wavelength region of electromagnetic spectrum in order to form reactive species,
which initiate a rapid chain growth curing reaction. Figure 1.5 shows the electromag-
netic energy spectrum. It ranges from the near infrared (NIR). To electron beams and
X-rays. The UV region is further classified into UV-A, UV-B, and UV-C radiation,
is mainly used for this technology. For a resin to fully cured, the resin must receive a
sufficient irradiance at the right spectrum. LEDs have a narrow spectral bandwidth,
hence it is essential that the UV LED systems wave length matches the absorption
spectra of the photo-initiators used. If the spectral absorption of the photo-initiator
is different from the UV LED spectral output the resin will not cure. So if the spectral
of the two doesnt match the exposure time or irradiance level will not cure the resin.
 
Figure 1.5: Electromagnetic spectrum [15]
1.3 Dissertation Outline
The remaining parts of the dissertation are organized as follows: Chapter 2,
first describes a curing process model comprised of the coupled cure-kinetics and ther-
6
mal evolution in a cationic polymerization of a single layer of material and then ex-
tends it to the process of concurrent layering and curing of multiple layers. The model
for processing multiple layers is characterized as a multi-mode system that switches
modes both when the UV source is turned off and when a new layer is added. Therein,
the inter-layer and intra-layer mode switching and boundary conditions are explicitly
defined. In Chapter 3, an optimal switching time control scheme is proposed for a
multi-mode cationic UV curing process of fiber-reinforced epoxy. First, the curing
process model for this process is configured as a switching multi-mode system. To
show the versatility of the model, the results of five-layer curing are briefly discussed.
In chapter 4, first model-based optimal processing time sequence selection scheme for
a layer-by-layer additive manufacturing of epoxy-based thick parts via a UV-based
cationic curing process is outlined. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
method was used to check the completeness of the final degree of cure. Then, short
beam shear (SBS) test is conducted to measure the inter-laminar shear strength of
the cured product under different compaction load. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images showed that samples made with optimum consolidation pressure had a
relatively uniform fiber to resin distribution which results in improved inter-laminar
shear strength. In this Chapter 5, online control method with NMPC is proposed for
both single layer of material and for multi-layer. First, a nonlinear model predictive
control (NMPC) scheme is outlined for UV-induced acrylate-based curing of a sin-
gle layer thick composite part. Then, the model is extended for switching nonlinear
model predictive control (SNMPC) for layer-by-layer curing process. Conclusion and
future works are provided in Chapter 6.
7
1.4 Contributions
The main contributions of the researches in this dissertation include:
1. Derivation of cure kinetics model for cationic curing process for thick parts
which involves different dynamic model during and after UV irradiation.
2. Experimental verification of UV-induced cationic curing process with optimal
switching time.
3. Proposed offline optimal control for UV-induced curing process with switching
dynamics.
4. Investigated (experimentally) the effect of consolidation pressure on the inter-
laminar shear strength of UV induced thick composite manufactured layer by-
layer curing.
5. Proposed a switching nonlinear model predictive control for a single and multi-
layer UV-induced curing process.
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Chapter 2
Optimal Control of Layer by Layer
Cationic Curing Process
2.1 Abstract
Ultra-Violet (UV) light induced curing involves fast cross-linking of polymer
networks starting from a liquid resin comprised of monomers and/or oligomers mixed
with photo-initiators. This chapter first describes a curing process model comprised of
the coupled cure-kinetics and thermal evolution in a cationic polymerization of a single
layer of material and then extends it to the process of concurrent layering and curing
of multiple layers. The model for processing multiple layers is characterized as a multi-
mode hybrid system that switches modes both when the UV source is turned off and
when a new layer is added. Therein, the inter-layer and intra-layer mode switching
and boundary conditions are explicitly defined. The optimal mode switching times as
well as the final process time are considered as the manipulated control variables that
can be selected to optimize the final product quality. A computational framework is
outlined for determining the sequence of switching times that gives a minimal cure
9
level deviation across all layers subjected to the multi-mode hybrid system model of
the process. The necessary conditions of optimality are explicitly derived and listed.
Results and discussions are included on the different possibilities for the proposed
optimal control scheme for this process.
2.2 Introduction
Radiation-induced curing allows fast formation of highly cross-linked polymer
networks from a liquid resin [17, 18]. Compared to convective or auto-clave processes,
which are often referred to as thermal curing processes, radiation curing requires
shorter times, reduces emissions of toxic volatile components, and cures at lower
temperatures thus reducing energy consumption and associated costs [17]. There are
different types of radiation curing technologies such as gamma ray, X-ray, electron
beam and ultraviolet (UV) curing. Of these, UV has generally the lowest cost of
equipment, lowest energy consumption, less space usage, less environmental pollution
and is least hazardous [18, 19, 20]. It is also highly controllable in terms of UV source
manipulation. Due to these advantages, UV curing has gained much attention for
variety of thin films such as coatings and paints [19, 21]. However, with thicker films
and parts, the attenuation of UV with the depth/thickness of the processed material
causes a cure level and temperature gradient across the depth that compromises
the quality of the end product [19, 22, 23]. This challenge has limited the use of
UV curing to the fabrication and repair of relatively thin films and coatings [18].
By processing such thin layers turn by turn, UV curing has immense potential for
various emerging additive manufacturing applications. However, since practical layers
have some finite thickness for deposition/layering, the attenuation issue cannot be
eliminated. Furthermore, with concurrent layering and curing, where a new layer is
10
added before previous ones cure completely, the attenuation effect will still influence
the cure level distribution (measure of product quality) as multiple layers are added.
There has been some recent works that investigate the UV attenuation issue.
An approach proposed in [23, 24] and later expanded in [25] offered a model-based
compensation scheme for the in-domain attenuation of the UV input. This was then
extended for a concurrent curing and layering approach where distinct process op-
timization opportunities were identified by examining the inter play between the
underlying curing kinetics and UV attenuation [19, 26, 27]. The effect of UV expo-
sure and compaction force on inter-laminar shear strength(ILSS) manufacturing was
studied by [26]. It was found that improved ILSS of the final product is achieved
when the second layer is added before the first layer is completely cured. In [27],
the layer-by-layer in-situ UV processing concept was applied to making a thick glass-
reinforced polyester composite and has been shown to give improved inter-laminar
fracture toughness. These observations have motivated a hybrid system formulation
of the layer-by-layer process itself in [19], where the otherwise continuous cure kinetics
and thermal evolution are interrupted with discrete layering actions that switch the
underlying dynamics. This formulation then facilitated the subsequent optimization
of layering times and/or UV inputs in [19, 28]. Further experimental corroborations
and control-oriented robustness analyses techniques and results have also been pre-
sented in [29].
All of the control-oriented and experimental works cited above dealt with the
case of free-radical photo polymerization mechanism. The alternative cationic photo
polymerization mechanism has not been addressed. Recent developments in a wide-
variety of effective photo initiators and monomers for cationic photo polymerization
has generated renewed interest in these processes [30, 31, 15]. Some reasons for the
increased interest in cationic UV curing include: the insensitivity of the process to
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oxygen inhibition [32]; a lower volumetric shrinkage during the process [32]; better
inherent mechanical properties and thermal resistance[32]; operation at lower tem-
peratures; and possibility to use with a wide range of monomer systems including
epoxides, vinyl ethers and oxetanes [33]. Moreover, cationic polymerization involves
the formation of long-living active centers which leads to a post polymerization (dark
cure) after irradiation is stopped, albeit at a reduced rate. In certain systems, it is
found that dark cure could account for up to 80% [32] of the whole process. This
offers further opportunities for saving processing energy [32, 33]. However, compared
to the free-radical polymerization, the model for cationic curing process is relatively
more complex. This is because even for curing a single layer, the cationic cure ki-
netics involves two distinct cure mechanisms and rate equations:one for UV on and
the other for UV off (dark cure). The additional switching time within a layer gives
further opportunities for optimization of the concurrent layering and curing process,
potentially resulting in improved product quality.
This study seeks to model the multilayer cationic polymerization process and
develop an optimal control scheme that can be applied to exploit the listed advantages
of this alternative process. In this section, we construct a switching hybrid dynamic
system model by combining the cure kinetics of cationic photo polymerization during
irradiation [33] and the cure kinetics for dark cure [33]. When concurrent layering is
considered, then the layering steps also constitute further mode switches. We there-
fore have two types of mode switches in the whole process: intra-layer switching (turn-
ing the UV off at one layering step) and inter-layer switching (between adding layers).
We conjecture that despite the UV attenuation through this multilayer process, near
through-cure can be achieved by optimizing the UV input and/or the switching time
between the modes. In this Chapter, to manage the complexity of the derivations,
we opt to work with the mode switching times only even though the simultaneous
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optimization of the UV input at each layer can be pursued as was done for the free-
radical case in [19]. Specifically, we determine the optimal switching times as well
as the final time by explicitly deriving the necessary conditions for optimality given
the coupled dynamic constraints describing the cure-kinetics and thermal dynamics
involved in the concurrent layering and curing process.
2.3 Process Model for Cationic Curing
In this section, we develop a model for the kinetics of cationic curing for a
single layer. The schematic of the UV curing set up is shown in Fig. 2.1 below, where
the material is exposed to a uniform UV source at the top.
 
Figure 2.1: Schematic of UV curing process
The evolution of the initiation reaction of radiation-induced cationic polymer-
ization is given by [33].
C(t) = C0[1− exp(−kit)] (2.1)
where C is the concentration of cationic active centers and C0 is the initial concen-
tration of photo-initiators and ki is the initiation rate constant. The propagation
reaction follows the rate expression given by [33]:
dM/dt = −kpMC (2.2)
where M is the concentration of monomers and kp is the propagation rate constant.
13






where M is the concentration of monomers in the resin, and M0 is the initial concen-
tration of monomer. Defining the cure level as:
α = (M0 −M)/M0 (2.4)
Then, combining equations (2.1 - 2.4), the cure rate is given by:
dα/dt = kpC0[1− exp(−kit)](1− α) (2.5)
This gives the state equation for cure-level in the first mode (when UV is on) without
considering the effect of attenuation and temperature distribution. These effects will
be added below. For the second mode, that is when the UV is turned off (referred to
as dark cure), the rate equation is observed experimentally to take the form [33]:
M/Mts = exp{−kpC0t[1− exp(−kiDts]} (2.6)
where ts is time at which UV is turned off and Mts is the monomer concentration at
the switching time ts. D is an experimentally estimated constant parameter. From
(2.1) and (2.2), we can get the expression for Mts by substituting t = ts in (2.3).
Then, using this in (2.6), the monomer concentration for the dark cure kinetics is
given as:
M/M0 = exp{−kpC0ts +
kp
ki
C0[1− exp(−kits)]− kpC0(t− ts)[1−
exp(−kitsD)]} (2.7)
Then, applying the cure level definition (2.4) with (2.7), the cure rate for dark cure
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can be written as:
dα/dt = kpC0[1− exp(−kitsD)] exp{−kpC0ts + kpkiC0[1− exp(−kits)]−
kpC0(t− ts)[1− exp(−kitsD)]}
(2.8)
Using (2.4) and (2.6), the cure rate for dark cure (UV off) (2.8) can be rewritten as:
dα/dt = −kpC0[1− exp(−kitsD)](1− α) (2.9)
Equations (2.5) and (2.9) give the kinetic equation for the UV on and UV off modes
without the effects of spatial UV attenuation and temperature distribution. For UV-
initiated polymerization, the initiation and propagation parameters ki and kp are in
general functions of the local UV intensity and temperature, respectively. From Beer




where I0 the intensity at the surface; y is the depth in the direction of radiation and
λ is the attenuation constant. The initiation rate constant ki is proportional to the
intensity [33] and can be modeled as:
ki = φI0
pe−λy (2.11)
where φ and p are constants. The propagation rate constant kp has the Arrhenius
dependence on the local temperature:
kp = k0 exp(−E/RT ) (2.12)
where k0 propagation reaction constant, E is the activation energy, R is the ideal gas
constant and T is temperature in Kelvin. Thus, considering the effect of attenuation
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and temperature, the cure rate for the UV on case given in (2.5) can be modified as:
dα/dt = C0k0 exp[−E/(RT )](1− α)(1− exp{−φI0p[exp(−λy)]t}) (2.13)
Similarly, the cure rate for the UV off case (dark cure) is given by:
dα/dt = C0k0 exp[−E/(RT )](1− α)(1− exp(−kitsD)). (2.14)
Clearly, the curing kinetics in both cases is a strong function of the local temper-
ature. The temperature distribution in the layer is governed by the contributions
of heat generation from cationic polymerization (exothermic reaction), the conduc-
tive heat transfer within the material and the (mostly) convective heat transfer at
the boundary. These also need to be captured along with other relevant thermal
boundary conditions. For the simplified schematic depicted in Fig. 2.1, we consider
a convective heat transfer boundary condition at the top (BC1) and an insulated
boundary condition at the bottom (BC2). From energy balance, one can write the
following partial differential equation (PDE) for the spatial and temporal temperature
evolution:
ρcp∂T (y, t)/∂t = ky(∂
2T (y, t))/(∂y2) + ρ∆Hdα(y, t)/dt (2.15)
−ky∂T (y, t)/∂y + ϑI0 = h(T (y, t)− T∞) (2.16)
∂T (l, t)/∂y = 0 (2.17)
where ρ and cp are, respectively, the density and specific heat capacity of the ma-
terial; ky is the thermal conductivity of the material along the depth; T (y, t) is the
temperature at time t and depth y; ∆H is the enthalpy of polymerization; ϑ is the
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absorptivity constant of UV radiation at the surface; h is the convective heat transfer
at the top boundary (BC1) and T∞ is the ambient temperature. Eq.(2.15) is the
general energy balance equation; Eq. (2.16) is convective boundary condition at the
top and Eq. (2.17) is insulation boundary condition at the bottom. The coupled
evolution of the cure level and temperature for the single layer depicted in Fig. 2.1
is then given by the PDE (2.15) along with the switching cure kinetics given by the
ODEs in (2.13) for when UV is on and (2.14) for when the UV is off. The switching
is considered to happen at the pre-determined time ts. To facilitate computations
and streamline subsequent discussions for the multi-layer process, we discretized the
spatial domain in equal intervals across the depth of the layer and convert the tem-
perature PDE in (2.15) (along with the boundary conditions) into a set of ODEs
indexed by the discretization. The latter is detailed in the Appendix.
Next, we show typical responses of the coupled cure-kinetics and thermal evo-
lution model derived above. We used model parameters fitted to experimental data
from EB radiation-initiated cationic polymerization of Diglycidyl Ether of Bisphenol
A (DEBGA) [33, 17], since the cationic polymerization equations are similar for both
UV and EB initiated polymerizations [33, 29]. The spatial and temporal evolution
of the cure level are shown in the 3D plot of (Fig. 2.2) for a single 5mm thick layer
of material. That there is a dramatic change in the cure rate at UV switch off (at
ts = 300s) can be seen on the corresponding knee on the cure level state.
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Figure 2.2: 3D plot of cure evolution
2.4 Modeling the Layer-by-Layer UV Curing Pro-
cess for Epoxy Resin
In this section, we outline the model for the concurrent curing and layering
process by building on the single layer process model detailed in the previous section.
Figure 2.3 shows the schematic and notations we use for describing our model of the
concurrent layering and curing process. Here after, i = 1 : N is the layer index, N is
total number of layers, M = 2N is total number of modes. We use ik for the mode
index, where i stands for the number of layers in the given mode, and k stands for
irradiation or post-irradiation (k = 1 for UV on, and k = 2 for UV off). Hence,
we identify the UV on mode in layer i as mode i1 and UV off mode as i2. Given
the coupled cure-kinetics and discretized temperature evolution model described in
the previous section for a single layer, we can assemble a state-space model for the
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multi-layer case as follows (2.18):
x˙ = f(x(t), u(t)) (2.18)
where x(t) = [α(t), T (t)]′ is the state vector comprised of the cure-level and tempera-
ture state at each discrete spatial location at any time t or any mode in the layering
process. f((x(t), u(t)) is a function of the cure-level, temperature state and the UV
input for those modes where the UV is on (mode index i1 at the ith layer), and it will
be a function of only the cure-level and temperature state for those modes where the
UV is off (mode index i2 at the ith layer).
Figure 2.3: Schematic of the concurrent layering and cationic curing process
2.4.1 Switching of Modes
As mentioned above, for concurrent layering with cationic curing, there are two
types of mode switchings: Intra-layer mode switching and inter-layer mode switching.
We now discuss how each of these mode switchings is modeled.
2.4.1.1 Intra-layer switching
Intra-layer switching occurs when the UV is turned off after being initially on
at any layering step. During the UV on mode, the temperature of the layers exposed
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to UV typically rises to some level higher than the initial ambient temperature. For
the subsequent curing in the UV off mode, this change in temperature drives the cure
reaction. Hence, the initial values of the temperature at the switch to UV off mode
is taken as the final temperature of the UV on mode. The same assumption can
be taken for the cure level state. The state transition for intra-layer switching can
therefore be described by:
xT(j+1)(t
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j ) are, respectively, the temperature state and cure level







j ) are the temperature state and cure level in UV on mode just before switching.
Here, j is the intra-layer mode index. Fj is a mapping operator and for intra-layer
modes it maps to itself. Note that the state vector components are indexed by their
discrete spatial location across all layers up to the present processing step.
2.4.1.2 Inter-layer switching
Inter-layer mode switching occurs when a new layer is added on top of the
existing layers. The inter-layer mode switch is the same as the case treated for free-
radical polymerization detailed in [28]. The state transition in inter-layer switching
can be written compactly as:
xT(j+1)(t
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j ) are, respectively, the temperature state and cure level
state just after a new layer is added and xTj (t
−




j ) are the temperature state
and cure level just before layer addition. Here, j is the inter-layer mode index. Fj is
mapping operator describing the inter-layer mode switch whose detailed mathematical
formulation is given in [28]; we mention only some of the salient aspects and modeling
assumptions here. First note that with each layer added, the dimension of the state
space increases by the size of the spatial discretization for the added layer. The new
layer is assumed to be in ambient condition (uncured state, at ambient temperature).
We also assume that for the cationic process we treat here, just before adding a
layer, the previous layers were in UV off mode and will be switched to UV on mode
simultaneously with the layer addition.
In defining this inter-layer switching, state initializations at interface locations
(between the bottom of the new and top of previous layer) need special handling.
Since existing layers are likely at relatively at higher temperature, there will be con-
ductive heat transfer between the new layer and existing layers, particularly at the
interface location. Here, we take the initial temperature (after layering) at the inter-
face to be the average of the ambient temperature and that at the top of the previous
layer. For the cure level state, since the cure level is irreversible for thermoset mate-
rials, the cure level of the existing layer will not be instantly affected by the addition
of the new layer. Therefore, for the next mode, the cure level at the interface is ini-
tialized at the value of the cure level state of the top of the previous layer just before
the new layer is added.
Fig. 2.4 illustrates the two kinds of mode switches described above. Here, the
top node of the first layer and the bottom node of the second layer temperature evo-
lutions are plotted. Note while some cooling is observed during the intra-layer mode
switch, the inter-layer cooling/heating (due to heat conduction) is substantial at the
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inter-layer mode switch. This inter-layer cooling/heating is in fact an experimentally
observed phenomena in the concurrent layering and curing process [34].
Figure 2.4: Intra-layer and Inter-layer switching modes
2.5 Optimal Control of the Multimode Layer-by-
Layer Curing Process
In this section, we pose an optimal control problem for the model described by
eqs. (2.15) to (2.17) and subsequently derive the necessary conditions for optimality.
2.5.1 Problem Formulation
As discussed in the previous section, the multi-mode hybrid system model of
the concurrent layering and cationic curing process has time-driven switches. The
switching time vector t = [t1, t2...tM−1, tM ]′ is the control parameter. The initial time
is zero. However, the final time is free. The sequence of modes (order elements of
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the switching time vector) is assumed to be fixed. The state evolution and mode
transitions are discussed earlier in 2.18 and (2.19) - (2.22), respectively. The UV
input is at each stage is assumed known and the same (for the following analysis,
but this could be readily relaxed to be an additional control variable as shown in [19]
for the free radical case). Given the above state evolution and transition models and
assumptions, the optimal control problem for the present application is to determine













where j = 1, ...,M is the (unwrapped, integer) mode number indexing both the inter-
layer and intra-layer modes (for example, j=5 refers to layer 2, UV on) xj is the
temperature and cure state at j and uj is the control input which is the intensity of
the UV, gj(xj, uj) is the instantaneous cost in mode j, φj is a state transition cost
between different modes and h is a terminal cost.
2.5.2 Optimality Conditions
For the problem defined in the previous section, the optimality condition for M
mode switching system is derived using calculus of variation. Using the cost function
given in Eq. 2.23 the optimality condition derived as follows. The Hamiltonian given
as:
Hj (xj, λj, uj) = gj (xj, uj) + λjfj (xj, uj) (2.24)
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[Hj (xj, λj, uj)− λjx˙j] dt+
M−1∑
j=1
µj [Fj (xj (tj−))− xj+1 (tj+)] (2.25)


































































It is assumed that in the open intervals (tj−1, tj−1 + δθj−1) and (tj, tj + δθj). Now the
first variation in the cost function given in eq. 2.23 can be expressed as:
∆J = δ
lim→ 0 J¯δ − J¯0
δ
(2.27)
































































Reordering the sum, reorganizing terms, and remembering that θ0 = 0 and θM=θ(tM)
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)− λi (t+i−1) ηi (t+i−1)] (2.30)
































































)− µjfj+1 (t+j )+ ∂hj∂xj fj (t−j )]
(2.33)
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= hM (xM (tM)) and η1 (0+) = 0 The compu-






















Equations 2.34 describes the boundary conditions of the costate given in











Since the control parameters are independent , the necessary conditions for optimality
is when the coefficients γj and βj are zero. By taking p






















Supposing that the main goal is to achieve through cure and uniform distri-
bution of cure at the final time, only the terminal cost can be retained in the cost







(α(y, tM)− αdes)2 (2.40)
where α(y, tf ) is the final cure level and αdes is the desired cure level. This is subject
to the state evolution and mode transition constraints discussed above. The values of
the switching and final times in the optimal solution vector t = [t1, t2...tj...tM−1, tM ]′
obtained by solving the problem in Eq. 2.40 give the optimum times to turn off the
UV, to add each successive new layer, and the final time at which the cure across
the depth of the multi-layer part is close to the desired value. For the cost function
retaining only the terminal cost, the optimality conditions reduce to:
∂Hj/∂uj = 0 (2.41)
Hj(t
−
j )−Hj+1(t+j ) = 0 (2.42)
HM(t
−
M) = 0 (2.43)
Note that when we consider the terminal cost only, the instantaneous term in the
Hamiltonian (Eq. 2.24) is zero and condition Eq. 2.41 is trivially satisfied. Having
derived the necessary conditions for optimality, a steepest descent or some other gra-
dient method can be used to get optimal control values for the switching times. Here
, the steepest descent algorithm is used [35] and [36] and detail steps are described
below:
1. Choose initial iterate t0j for j = 1, 2, 3...M and choose a termination tolerance ε
2. Set the iteration counter k = 0
3. While
∣∣Jk − Jk−1∣∣ > ε
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4. Compute the state trajectory xj (t) , t [tj−1,ti] for j = 1, 2, 3...M forward in
time from t0 = 0 to tf = tM
5. Compute the adjoining variable p¯i (t) , for j = 1, 2, 3...M backward in time
from tf = tM to t0 = 0
6. Update the time vector tk+1j = t
k
j − δkjBj , where j = 1, 2, 3...M









7. k = k + 1
8. End while
Save the optimal switching time vector [t1, t2, t3...tM ]
T
A proper step size δM (in step 6) must be selected. Preferably δM should be chosen to
reduce the total computational cost; but finding this itself is a challenging problem.
To find the proper step size various ad hoc strategies for choosing δM have been
proposed. One alternative strategy is Armijo line search method [37].
2.6 Results and Discussion
In this section, we apply the framework developed above to cationic curing
and layering of a resin. The epoxy resin used for the simulation study is diglycidyl
ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) with density ρ = 1.17g/cm3, thermal conductivity
k = 0.0025 w/cm k, and specific heat capacity Cp = 1.75 J/g k. Each layer has a
thickness of 1mm and six nodes along the depth, five layers are considered to illustrate
the method for multi-layer curing. Note that at each spatial node, there are two states
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namely, cure-level and temperature. Hence, in one layer there are twelve states (six
nodes per layer and two states per node). As depicted in Fig. 2.3 when the number of
layers increases from one to five and the size of the state vector increases to 120. The
process input, UV intensity is kept on and constant for odd modes (j = 2i− 1) and
will be off for even modes (j = 2i). The inter-layer, intra-layer switching and final
times are decided externally. All switching and final times are the control variables,
which can be optimized to get minimum cure deviation of the final cure from the
desired value of (95 %). The computed optimal switching and final times are shown
in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Optimal switching and final times
Mode 11 12 21 22 31 32 41 42 51 52
Initial switching
time
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Optimal switching
time
100 174 365 405 604 754 900 950 1397 1452
As can be seen in the table, UV is off for substantial amount of time. The total
time on which UV is on can be found by adding the duration on which UV was on in all
layers, that is: tUV on = 100+(365−174)+(604−405)+(900−754)+(1379−950) =
1065 s. As can be seen in Fig. 2.5(a), the temperature of the first layer initially
increased from the initial value (25 oC) to about 40 oC, but when UV is turned off
at the first switching time (t = 100) s, the temperature starts to decrease. However,
before it reaches to its initial level a new layer is added with UV turned-on, and the
temperature starts to increase. As discussed in Section 2.4.1.2, at the interface initial
temperature is taken to be the average of the existing layer, which is relatively at
higher temperature and the new layer which is at ambient temperature. This is done
by assuming that there will be instant conduction at the interface before transition
to the next mode. The same assumption has been considered to upcoming inter-
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layer switching. Fig. 2.5(a) shows the details of the temperature evolution, including
the changes at the optimal switching times and Fig. 2.5(b) shows the distributed
temperature state across all layers at optimal final time (t = 1452 s). The final
temperature gradient along the depth is about 9 oc Fig. 2.5(b), which shows that
the proposed optimization of the concurrent layering and cationic curing approach
reduces the potential of thermal stresses due to large temperature gradients across
depth in a thick part.Results: Multi-Layer Curing
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Figure 2.5: Temperature evolution and final temperature of layer-by-layer curing
process
The cure level evolution of at the interfaces and at the top surface is shown
in Fig. 2.6(a). The cure level increases by about 60 % in the final mode (without UV
input). This shows the advantage of cationic polymerization over free radical. This
is because, unlike free radical polymerization, cationic polymerization continues to
polymerize after irradiation is stopped [31]. In addition, the cure level of all layers
converge to the desired cure level (95 %). The final cure level all layers, as depicted
in Fig. 2.6(b), reaches close to the desired target cure level (95 %). The maximum
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(a) Cure level evolution
57
(b) Final cure level
Figure 2.6: Cure level evolution and Final cure level of layer-by-layer curing process
The proposed approach is then compared to equal time interval curing. This
is done by taking the optimized final time and dividing it into equal intervals for all
modes. In this case UV will be on for a total of 1331/2=665.5 s, which is much higher
than the optimized UV duration of 278 s. Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 2.7(a) the
final cure level is not close to the desired one for most locations in the part, at the final
time. The interface temperature evolution of equal time interval curing is depicted
in Fig. 2.7(b). As seen in the figure the maximum temperature reached during the
process is less than the previously discussed approaches of layer-by-layer and one shot
curing. This is because in the case of equal switching time curing, the process more
energy is dissipated through convection. The latter is caused by longer duration of
the UV off time as compared to the optimized layer-by-layer approach. Hence, we can
infer that the optimal layer-by-layer approach outlined in this paper reduces energy
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Figure 2.7: Temperature and cure level evolution at equal switching times
2.7 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter, an optimal switching time control scheme is proposed for
a multi-layer cationic UV curing process. First, the curing process model for the
concurrent layering and cationic curing process is configured as a switching hybrid
system. Two conditions for inter-layer and intra-layer switching have been defined.
The process model includes UV spatial attenuation effects and spatial temperature
distribution that pose a challenge in processing thick layers of material with UV irra-
diation. The necessary optimality conditions are derived for the switching times and
final time that give minimal final cure level deviations from a desired target. It is
illustrated how the model-based optimization of the optimal switching times and final
time helps to get a near-through cure across a thick part compared with alternative
approaches of equal time interval curing and layering with the same final optimized
time and all layers cured at once (one shot curing) for the same overall duration. It
is also demonstrated that in addition to improving through cure and cure- level dis-
tribution, the optimized layer-by-layer approach results in less temperature gradients
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as compared with curing of all layers together. This can reduce thermal stresses and
hence improve the quality of the final product.
2.8 Experimental Verification of Cationic Curing
of DGEBA Based Epoxy
In this section, a cure kinetics model is derived for Ultra Violet (UV) in-
duced cationic polymerization of diglycidyl ether bisphenol A (DGEBA). The model
is characterized by a two-mode dynamic cure system that switches modes when the
UV source is turned off with continued polymerization after UV is off. The model
is then used to determine the optimal switching time and the final process time that
give a minimal cure level deviation across a layer of material considering the coupled
cure-kinetics and the temperature evolution. This is done by explicitly deriving the
necessary conditions of optimality for the two-mode dynamic system. The model can
be extended to any cationic polymerization process. The effectiveness of the proposed
model is assessed by comparing the hardness of the sample cured with optimal switch-
ing time with another sample cured for a longer time and showed similar hardness
values.
The role of thermosetting materials in applications has increased enormously
over the last few decades due to their high flexibility for tailoring desired ultimate
properties [38], compactly cross-linked structure [39], durability and resistance to-
wards thermal stress and chemical attacks as provided by their compact cross-linking
structure [39]. This dramatic increase is expected to continue in the future. The
most commonly used thermosetting resins in the composite industry are epoxy, vinyl
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ester, unsaturated polyester, phenolic, polyimides, and cyanate ester. Compared to
all other the thermosetting resins, epoxy requires minimum pressure for fabrication
of products: has low shrinkage during curing and hence low residual stress in the
cured product; available in a wide range from low viscous liquid to tack-free solid.
Because of these unique characteristics and useful properties of network polymers,
epoxy resins are widely used in structural adhesives, surface coatings, and electrical
laminates. The most commonly used epoxy resin is diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A
(DGEBA) [40].
2.9 Process Model and Simulation Results
The curing process involves heat generation from cationic polymerization (exother-
mic reaction), convection heat transfers at the top surface and conduction within the
layer. These also need to be captured along with boundary conditions. As depicted
in Fig.1, We consider is a convective heat transfer (BC1) at the top and an insulated
boundary condition (BC2) at the bottom. As already stated, the UV gets attenuated
along the depth and the intensity across the depth is given by Beer-Lamberts law.
A one-dimension UV induced cationic curing process model is then summarized in
eqs. (2.44) to (2.47).
2. PROCESS MODEL AND SIMULATION RESULTS 
2.1 UV curing process model 
The curing process involves heat generation from cationic polymerization (exothermic reaction), 
convection heat transfers at the top surface and conduction within the layer. These also need to 
be captured along with boundary conditions. As depicted in Fig.1, We consider is a convective 
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Figure 1. Schematic of curing process with UV on and UV off mode 
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where  and c  are the density and specific heat capacity of the epoxy, respectively; yk is the 
thermal conductivity of the epoxy across the depth; ( , )T t y is the temperature at time t  and depth 
y . H is enthalpy of polymerization; ( , )t y is degree of cure at time t  and depth y  ; l  is the 
thickness (depth) of the sample; A is pre-exponential constant; E is the activation energy ; R is 
universal gas constant; absT  the absolute temperature in Kelvin; 0I  is the initial UV intensity;   
is UV attenuation constant; ik  is initiation rate constant; st  and ft are switching and final cure 
times. 
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1− e−kitsD) (1− α), t ∈ [ts, tf ] (2.47)
where ρ and c are the density and specific heat capacity of the epoxy, respectively;ky
is the thermal conductivity of the epoxy across the depth; T (t, y) is the temperature
at time t and depth y. ∆H is enthalpy of polymerization;α(t, y) is degree of cure at
time t and depth y ; l is the thickness (depth) of the sample; A is pre-exponential
constant; E is the activation energy ; R is universal gas constant; Tabs the absolute
temperature in Kelvin; I0 is the initial UV intensity; λ is UV attenuation constant;
ki is initiation rate constant; ts and tf are switching and final cure times.
2.9.1 Optimal switching time control
An optimal switching time control strategy is designed to manipulate a switch-
ing time(s) in such a way that some performance criterion is optimized. In this paper,
a specified final cure distribution is desired, the performance index would be related
to what extent the actual final cure distribution deviates from the desired cure distri-
bution along the depth. The optimal time control objective would be to minimize this
deviation by appropriate manipulation of the switching and final times for a uniform
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(α(tf )− αdes)2 (2.48)
A thickness of 2mm DGEBA was considered for this study. The process input,
UV intensity, is kept uniform for the first mode and turned off after switching time.
A one-dimensional UV-induced cationic polymerization model given in eqs. (2.44)
to (2.47) is used to get the temperature and cure distributions along the depth. As
discussed earlier, the switching and final time are the control variables that can be
optimized to get minimum deviation of the final cure from the desired value (90%). To
solve the optimal control problem the necessary conditions for optimality are derived
in a similar approach as given in [41] and the coupled PDE-ODE eqs. (2.44) to (2.47)
are taken as constraints. Steepest descent algorithm [28] was applied to find the
optimal switching and final times. With a predefined tolerance value of the optimal
solution is achieved after 185 iterations. The optimal switching and final cure times
are found to be 305s and 414s respectively. The simulation result shows that the time
for the first mode is higher than the second mode. However, as seen in Fig. 2.9, the
degree of cure increases by about 5% in the second mode (without UV input) and
as it can be seen on the figure the cure will continue till all the monomers and/or
oligomers are polymerized. This shows the advantage of cationic polymerization over
free radical polymerization because cationic polymerization continues to polymerize
after UV is turned off.
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 Figure 2.9: Degree of cure evolution
As can be seen in Fig. 2.10 at the switching time, the temperature starts to
decrease with time. This is because the increase in temperature comes from the UV
input and exothermic reaction. Since the UV is turned off at switching time the
temperature decreases. However, it didnt decrease to the initial temperature (25oC)
rather decreases to the level which is equal to the contribution of the exothermic
reaction.
As expected, initially the temperature at the surface (y=0) is highest but
decreases across the depth to the lowest temperature at the bottom (y=2mm). Also,
the heat generated from exothermic reaction increases with time and since the lower
surface is insulated (no heat loss), the temperature will increase. At the top surface
where there is a convection heat transfer, some part of it will be dissipated to the




Figure 2.10: Temperature evolution
Figure 2.11 shows the final cure level of all nodes for three cases: the first
case is the final cure level, which is less than the desired cure level (under cure). The
switching and final times for this case are 225s and 414s respectively. The second case
is when the cure level is above the desired value (over cure) which will result in loss
of required mechanical properties of the final product. The switching and final times
for this case are 400s and 414s respectively. The third case is when the switching and
final times are determined by the proposed optimal switching time control approach.
The switching and final times for this case are 305s and 414s respectively. As it is
seen in Fig. 2.11, final cure level for the optimized switching and the final time case
reaches close to the target cure level (90%) and the maximum cur deviation is less
than 2 %.
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 Figure 3 Temperature evolution 
Fig. 4 shows the final cure level of all nodes for three cases: the first case is the final cure level, 
which is less than the desired cure level (under cure). The switching and final times for this case 
are 225s and 414s respectively.  The second case is when the cure level is above the desired 
value (over cure) which will result in loss of required mechanical properties of the final product. 
The switching and final times for this case are 400s and 414s respectively. The third case is when 
the switching and final times are determined by the proposed optimal switching time control 
approach. The switching and final times for this case are 305s and 414s respectively. As it is 
seen in Fig. 4, final cure level for the optimized switching and the final time case reaches close to 




Figure 4 Final degree of cure for un-optimized and optimized cases 
 
3. EXPERIMENTATION 
3.1 Equipment and Materials  
A 16.1W Clearstone UV LED which has UV emission peak wavelength of 365nm was used for 
irradiating the sample. The amount of UV reaching to the surface of the resin sample is measured 
by using a digital UV radiometer (Solarmeter) whose resolution is 0.1 mW/cm2. Hardness of the 
cured sample was assessed by using Vickers digital micro hardness tester (HVD-1000AP Digital 
Micro hardness tester by Shanghai Jvjing Precision Instrument Mfg. Co., Ltd. China). Bottom 
insulation was made from polyisocyanurate with thermal conductivity of 0.00024 W/cmoC.  
The DGEBA epoxy resin was mixed with photo-initiator (Triarylsulfonium hexafluorophosphate 
salts, mixed with 50 % in propylene carbonate) was used to prepare the samples. 
Figure 2.11: Final degree of cure for un-optimized and optimized cases
2.9.2 Experimentation
A 16.1W Clearstone UV LED which has UV emission peak wavelength of
365nm was used for irradiating the sample. The amount of UV reaching to the
surface of the resin sample is measured by using a digital UV radiometer (Solarmeter)
whose r olution is 0.1 mW/cm2. Hardness of he cured sample was assessed by
using Vickers digital micro hardness tester (HVD-1000AP Digital Micro hardness
tester by Shanghai Jvjing Precision Instrument Mfg. Co., Ltd. China). Bottom
insulation was made from polyisocyanurate with thermal conductivity of 0.00024
W/cmoC. The DGEBA epoxy resin was mixed with photo-initiator (Triarylsulfonium
hexafluorophosphate salts, mixed with 50 % in propylene carbonate) was used to
prepare the samples. Two DGEBA resin samples of equal amount (by weight) were
taken for this study. The samples were first mixed with photo-initiator (PI). The
optimum amount of photo-initiator was determined by using the method used in [29]
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and found to be 3 % by weight. As discussed in the modeling section the materials
were thermally insulated at the bottom. The resin was poured on to the insulated
mold and let to spread and make a flat surface on the mold. The amount of resin used
for each samples were 2.5g. Then the samples were irradiated with 130 mW/cm2 UV
cured from the top for 305s (sample 1) and for 420s (sample 2). Note that the first
sample was cured for optimal switching time and the second sample was irradiated
for about 2 min additional time to compare the hardness the two samples. The cured
samples are shown in Fig. 2.12.
 
Figure 2.12: Cured samples
2.9.3 Hardness measurement
Hardness testing was used to assess the effectiveness of the cure with optimal
time switching time discussed in the previous section. The Vickers hardness was
determined with a micro hardness tester by using a Vickers diamond indenter with a
200g load applied for 10 seconds (dwell time). For each sample, five tests were made
on the top and bottom surfaces. All five hardness measurements were taken close
to the center (within 1mm diameter). For each specimen, the five Vickers hardness
values (HV) were averaged and reported as a single value. The hardness ratio of both
specimens were calculated and tabulated using the formula: hardness ratio = mean
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HV of top surface/mean HV of bottom surface. The results of the hardness test are
summarized in Table2.2.










Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.
1 305 21.122 0.491422 20.232 0.72295 1.04399
2 420 20.654 0.612163 20.644 1.02156 1.000484
As can be seen in Table 2.2 the hardness values of the samples cured with
optimal switching time is similar to the sample irradiated with longer time which
shows that the proposed model saves considerable amount of time and therefore curing
energy. Moreover, optimal times will help finding the better quality of the product
which otherwise would be compromised. This is because if it is under cured obviously
the required property of the product will not be achieved and if it is over-cured the
final product will be brittle [42].
2.9.4 Summary and Conclusion
In this section, an optimal switching time control scheme is proposed for a
cationic UV curing process. First, the curing process model for this process is con-
figured as a switching system. The kinetics model includes UV spatial attenuation
effects and spatial temperature distribution that pose a challenge in manufacturing
thick layers with UV. The necessary optimality conditions are then derived and used
for the switching and final time that give minimal cure level deviations across the
thick layer. The maximum deviation of final cure from the desired one is less than
2%. It is also illustrated how the model-based optimization of the optimal switch-
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ing and final time help to get a near through cure across a 2mm part compared is
arbitrary selections of the same. To assess the performance of the proposed method
samples was prepared as used in simulation and cured with optimal switching time
and higher switching time. The hardness of both samples were measured and showed
that both samples have comparable hardness on both top and bottom surfaces. The
optimal switching time control strategy used in this paper can be applied to any
cationic curing process and composite laminates which are made from epoxy and UV
transparent fibers such as fiber glass.
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Chapter 3




This chapter first describes a curing process model comprised of the coupled
cure-kinetics and thermal evolution in a cationic polymerization of a single layer of
material and then extends it to multi-mode curing of multiple layers. The model
is characterized as a switching multi-mode dynamic system that switches when the
UV source is turned off and when a new layer is added to the existing layer. These
two switching conditions are explicitly defined. The model is then used to determine
the optimal mode switching times and the final process time which are considered
as manipulated control variables. This is done by explicitly deriving the necessary
conditions of optimality for the multi-mode switching system. The results are first
illustrated for a two-layer composite laminate and then the results of five-layer curing
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are briefly discussed to show the versatility of the proposed approach. The optimal
switching times and final time result in minimal cure level deviation across the thick
composite material.
3.2 Introduction
The optimal switching time control of a multi-mode, ultraviolet induced fiber-
reinforced composite part is considered. There are different methods of thermal based
curing of thermo-set fiber-reinforced composites. Of which, the most widely used is
autoclave or oven processing [43], which applies heat and pressure to combine resin
and fiber to form a composite part. However, autoclaves require high capital for
equipment and operation costs and have limited space. This and other associated dis-
advantages make out-of-autoclave methods such as Ultraviolet (UV) radiation more
attractive to composite manufacturers.
UV curing is non-conventional, non-thermal radiation-based process offering
several advantages: improved resin stability, handling flexibility, fast curing speed,
fewer emissions of toxic volatile components, lower curing temperature thus reducing
energy consumption. Due to these advantages, UV curing has gained much attention
as an alternative to conventional thermal based curing [19, 23]. However, since the
light penetration is not good enough to undergo complete cure in thick samples,
UV and other light-induced polymerization reactions are currently restricted to the
area of coatings, clear coats or varnishes and paints where the light penetration is
high enough for these thin samples to ensure a fast and efficient curing [44, 18, 26].
Moreover, with thicker films and parts, the attenuation of UV with thickness causes a
cure level and temperature gradient across the depth which compromises the quality
of the end product [45, 24, 28, 25].
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There are few research works focused on UV induced thick layer manufactur-
ing. A 2 mm thick laminate of epoxy acrylate-modified unsaturated polyester com-
posite was cured using UV irradiation at room temperature in air [20]. UV curing
technology was combined with a fiber placement process to fabricate acrylate/glass-
fiber composites [26] and the effect of UV exposure dose and compaction force on the
performance of thick acrylate/glass-fiber composites was also studied. A layer-by-
layer manufacturing approach proposed in [28, 41] showed that for acrylate/glass-fiber
composites by partially curing a thin layer and adding new layer will help minimize
the cure deviation across thickness/depth.
Thick composite manufacturing approaches are all focused on acrylate based
matrix with free radical photo-initiator, which cures during irradiation and stops
curing once UV is off. Unlike free radical polymerization mostly acrylate based,
epoxy with cationic photo-initiator continues polymerization post-irradiation, albeit
at a slower rate.
Epoxy resins are by far the most used materials in conventional, thermal curing
process [46]. However, an epoxy-based matrix with cationic photo-initiators, which
cures during irradiation and continues to cure at a slower rate after UV is off, has
received relatively little attention, particularly for manufacturing of thick parts. The
post-irradiation curing makes cationic polymerization more attractive as compared
to the free-radical polymerization. However, as the modeling and control problem
becomes more challenging due to change in the cure dynamics of the process from
UV on to UV off mode and vice versa. This chapter seeks to model the multilayer
cationic polymerization process and develop an optimal control scheme that can be
applied to exploit the aformentioned advantages of UV curing process. A switching
multi-mode dynamic system is modeled by combining the cure kinetics of cationic
photopolymerization during irradiation [30, 28] and the cure kinetics for dark cure
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[33]. The model is characterized by two types of switching modes in each layer:
mode switch one (MS1) and mode switch two (MS2). MS1 happens when UV is
turned off from UV on mode and MS2 occurs when UV is on from UV off mode
(when a new layer is added to the existing one). Despite the UV attenuation across
depth/thickness, near through-cure can be achieved by optimizing the switching times
between the modes and final process time. In this chapter, the mode switching
times and final time are optimized even though the simultaneous optimization of
the UV input at each layer can be pursued as was done for the free-radical case in
[19]. Optimal switching times, as well as the final time, are determined by explicitly
deriving the necessary conditions for optimality given the coupled dynamic constraints
describing the cure-kinetics and thermal dynamics involved in the multi-mode curing
process.
3.3 Curing Process for Cationic Polymerization
In this section the cure kinetics of a 1D cationic curing process is discussed.
We consider a 1D process for UV induced cationic curing of a fiber glass reinforced
composite. The process set up is shown in Fig. 3.11, where a single layer of material
is cured with a uniform UV source at the top from initial time to switching time
(t0 ≤ t < ts) and then left to cure by itself without UV till final time (ts ≤ t ≤ tf ).
The curing process involves heat generation from cationic polymerization (exothermic
reaction), convection heat transfers at the top surface and conduction within the
layer. These also need to be captured along with boundary conditions. As depicted
in Fig. 3.11, we consider a convective heat transfer (BC1) at the top and an insulated
boundary condition (BC2) at the bottom. From the low of energy, a one dimensional
transient heat conduction which includes internal heat generation due to exothermic
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of 1D curing process











where ρ and c are the density and specific heat capacity of the composie, respectively;
ky is the thermal conductivity of the composite across the depth; T (t, y) is the tem-
perature at time t and depth y. ∆Hr is enthalpy of polymerization; α(t, y) is degree
of cure at time t and depth y ; l is the thickness (depth) of the layer(s). Equation
(3.1) is coupled with the cure rate equation for UV on and UV off modes. The cure
rate equation for UV on mode derived in the previous section Eq. 2.14 is highly non-
linear and the fact the cure rate equation for UV on mode is well established for both
acrylate resin [28, 30] and epoxy resin [30, 48] , we opt to use the already avialable








where, A is pre-exponential constant; E is the activation energy ; R is universal gas
constant; Tabs is the absolute temperature in Kelvin and I(y) is the UV intensity at
depth y from the top surface. From Beer Lambert’s law, the variation of the UV
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intensity with depth is studied in [30] and is given by Eqn. (3.3 ).
I(y) = I0e
−µy (3.3)
where I0 is the intensity at the top surface; y is the depth in the direction of radiation
and µ is attenuation constant. As stated earlier, cationic polymerization continues
after UV is off but with a slower rate. The cure kinetics for UV off mode (dark cure)







(1− exp(−kitsD))(1− α) (3.4)
where ki is initiation rate constant and ts is switching time.
The convective boundary conditions (BC1) shown in Fig. 3.11 can be given as:
−ky ∂T (t, y)
∂y
+ ϑI0 = h(T (t, y)− T∞) (3.5)
where T∞ is the ambient temperature; h is the convective heat transfer coefficient;
ϑ is the UV absorptivity constant at the top surface. A one dimensional UV curing





























1− e−kitsD) (1− α), t ∈ [ts, tf ]
(3.6)
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Note that the control input is uniform UV which is given in Eqn. (3.3) and the
optimization parameters are switching and final curing times.
3.4 Multi-Mode Layer-by-Layer Curing Process
For layer-by-layer additive manufacturing process the switching sequence is
fixed. And the initial time is known (t0), but the final time is relaxed and is free to be
optimized. The dimensions of states,control spaces and system dynamics vary when
switching from UV off mode to UV on mode and control space and system dynamics
will vary when switching from UV on to UV off mode. Now, for a single layers, the
state evolution during time interval [t0, ts] is given by the following equation.
x˙ = f1(x(t), u(t)), t0 ≤ t ≤ ts (3.7)
And the state evolution for UV off mode that is on the interval (ts, tf ] is given as :
x˙ = f2(x(t)), ts < t ≤ tf (3.8)
where x(t) = [α(t), T (t)]′ is the augmented state vector comprised of the cure-level
and temperature state at each discrete spatial location at any time t or any mode in
the layering process. f1(x(t), u(t)) is a function of the cure-level, temperature state
and the UV input, and f2(x(t)) is a function of only the cure-level and temperature
state. As stated earlier, the switching mult-mode system considered in this study
involves two types of switching: the first one is when UV is off and the other is when
a new layer is added on the previous layer. The details of the two switching modes
are discussed as follows:
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3.4.1 Mode Switch One (MS1)
Mode switch one occurs when the UV is turned off after being initially on at
any layering step. During the UV on mode, the temperature of the layers exposed to
UV rises to some level higher than the initial ambient temperature. For the subse-
quent curing in the UV off mode, this change in temperature drives the cure reaction.
Hence, the initial values of the temperature at the switch to UV off mode is taken as
the final temperature of the UV on mode.The same assumption can be taken for the
cure level state. The state transition for mode switch one can therefore be described
by eqs. (3.9) and (3.10).
xTj+1(t
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j ) are, respectively, the temperature state and cure level







j ) are the temperature state and cure level in UV on mode just before switching.
Here, j is the index of mode switch one . Γj is a mapping operator and for inter-layer
modes it maps to itself. Note that the state vector components are indexed by their
discrete spatial location across all layers up to the present processing step.
3.4.2 Mode Switch Two (MS2)
Mode switch two occurs when a new layer is added to the existing layer.
This mode switch is the same as the case treated for free-radical polymerization
detailed in [28]. In defining this inter-layer switching, state initializations at interface
locations (between the bottom of the new and top of previous layer) need special
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handling. Since existing layers are likely at relatively at higher temperature, there
will be conductive heat transfer between the new layer and existing layers, particularly
at the interface location. Here, we take the initial temperature (after layering) at the
interface to be the average of the ambient temperature and that at the top of the
previous layer. For the cure level state, since the cure level is irreversible for thermo-
set materials, the cure level of the existing layer will not be instantly affected by the
addition of the new layer. Therefore, for the next mode, the cure level at the interface
is initialized at the value of the cure level state of the top of the previous layer just
before the new layer is added. The state transition for mode switch two can therefore
be described by Eqns. (3.11) and (3.12 ) :
xTj+1(t
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j ) are, respectively, the temperature state and cure level
state just after a new layer is added and xTj (t
−




j ) are the temperature
state and cure level just before layer addition. Here, j is the inter-layer mode index.
Γj is mapping operator describing the mode switch two whose detailed mathematical
formulation is given in [28]; we mention only some of the salient aspects and modeling
assumptions here. First note that with each layer added, the dimension of the state
space increases by the size of the spatial discretization for the added layer. The new
layer is assumed to be in ambient condition (uncured state, at ambient temperature).
The schematic of mode switch one and mode switch two is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Layer-by-Layer Cationic Curing Process.
3.5 Optimal Control of Multimode Switching Sys-
tem
In this section we pose an optimal control problem for the model described in
Eqn. 3.6 and subsequently derive the necessary conditions of optimality for the given
problem.
3.5.1 Problem Formulation
To have a successful curing, the process must allow full cure of the whole resin
in the composite material and there should be full consolidation within a laminate and
between layers. Therefore, the UV induced cationic curing process system discussed in
the previous section can be controlled by fixing the switching time for each mode and
manipulating the UV intensity or by keeping the UV constant and find the optimal
switching times and final time. The process is dependent on UV for only half of the
modes (UV on modes) and the rest (UV off modes) are obviously not dependent on
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it, but both modes are dependent on switching times. Hence, we opt for optimizing
the switching and final times and apply uniform UV during UV on mode. Therefore,
assuming that switching between the different dynamics is time-driven, the switching-
time vector t¯ = [t1, t2...tM ] will be the only control parameter. For a given UV input
the optimal problem is to determine the optimal switching time vector t¯ = [t1, t2...tM ]











j ))+Φ(xf (tf )) (3.13)
where j = 1, ...,M is the mode index, gj(xj, uj) is the instantaneous cost in mode j,
φj is a state transition cost between different modes and Φ is a terminal cost.
3.5.2 Optimality Conditions
The optimality condition is derived based on variational approach [49]. Here
we will present only the summarized optimality conditions, a full derivation of a
similar approach for different hybrid problems can be found in [36, 19]. By adjoining
the dynamical constraints in eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) to the cost function eq. (3.13)
via different Lagrange multipliers, λj(t), defined over the interval (tj−1, tj), will not
change the value of the cost function. In addition , by adjoining the state transition
constraints at the switching times given in eqs. (3.9) to (3.12) via Lagrange multipliers
µj .
To get through cure and uniform distribution of cure the terminal cost is taken
and the optimal control is, therefore, posed as one of optimizing the time vector
[t1, t2, ..., tM ] , which minimize the cost function. The values of the switching and
final times will give the optimum time to turn off the UV, to add a new layer and
the final time at which the cure at all depth is close to the desired value. Since our
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interest is in achieving uniform cure distribution across layers, the cost function takes




(α(y, tM)− αdes)2 (3.14)
subjected to the state evolution given in ens. (3.7) and (3.8), and mode switching
constraint given in eqs. (3.9) and (3.12). In Eqn. (3.14), α(y, tM) is the final degree
of cure , αdes is the desired degree of cure and N is the number of discretization points
along the depth. The necessary condition for first order equation is Euler Lagrange
equation and is given in eq. 3.15.
λ˙j = −∂Hj
∂xj
(xj, uj, λj) (3.15)
where H is the Hamiltonian and is given in Eqn. (3.16)
Hj(xj, uj, λj) = Lj(xj, uj) + λjfj(xj(t)) (3.16)
where f is defined in eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), j = 1, 2...,M is the mode index. Moreover,




−) = µj(∂Fj/∂xj) (3.18)
λM(tM
−) = ∂Φ/∂xM (3.19)
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For a given cost function, the optimality conditions are given in Eqns. (3.20) - (3.22).
∂Hj/∂uj = 0 (3.20)
Hj(t
−
j )−Hj+1(t+j ) = 0 (3.21)
HM(t
−
M) = 0 (3.22)
Note that for simulation, as we considered only the terminal cost the instan-
taneous term in the Hamiltonian defined in (3.16) is therefore zero. More over as
discussed earlier, since UV is uinform, the optimality condition in eq. (3.20) is not
required. Thus Equations (3.21) and (3.22) are used to determine the switching and
final times. Having derived the necessary conditions for optimality, a steepest descent
or gradient method is used to get optimal control values. The detail procedure of the
numerical algorithm can be found [49] and [36] .
3.6 Results and Discussions
In this section, the main purpose is to discuss the results of a two-layer com-
posite with each layer 1mm thickness and then the results of five-layer composite
laminates are briefly discussed to show the versatility of the proposed approach.
3.6.1 Two-Layer Curing
The one-dimensional UV-induced cationic polymerization model summarized
in the PDE-ODE eq. 3.6, is used to generate the temperature and cure state evo-
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lutions. We select six discretization nodes along the depth and since there are two
states for each node, namely cure state and temperature state, the system has 12
states. The process input, UV intensity is kept uniform for the first mode and the
UV is turned off after a specified or optimal switching time (ts). The switching and
final time are the control variables that can be optimized to get minimum cure de-
viation of the final cure from the desired value, which is selected to be 90% in the
simulation analyses to follow. Each layer has six nodes along the depth, two layers
are considered to show the method for multi-mode curing. In each node there are
two states namely, cure and temperature state. In one layer, there are twelve states
(six nodes per layer and two states per node). As depicted in Fig. 3.2 when a layer is
added on the previous layer (switching mode two) , the size of the sample increases
and hence the size of state increases accordingly.Therefore, in two layer a total of up
to 24 states are processed. The process input, UV intensity is kept uniform for UV
on modes and will be off for UV off modes. All switching and final times are the
control variables, which can be optimized to get minimum cure deviation of the final
degree of cure from the desired value (90%). The optimal switching and final times
are shown in Table. 3.1.
Table 3.1: Optimal switching and final times
Mode 1 2 3 4
Initial switching time (s) 120 250 350 400
Optimal switching time (s) 85 187 350 676
Equal interval switching time (s) 169 338 507 676
As seen in the table, for optimal switching time case, UV is ON until 85s and
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then dark cure continued till the next layer addition/UV on time (187s) and then
curing with UV resumes till the next UV off time (350s) then dark cure continues until
the final optimal time (676s). This is depicted in Fig. 3.3 and show that significant
cure happened during dark curing. The total time on which UV is on can be found by
adding the durations on which UV was on, that is tUV ON = 85 + (350− 187) = 248s.
 
Figure 3.3: Degree of cure evolution with optimal switching times
As can be seen in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5, the temperature of the first layer
initially increased from its initial value (25 oc) to about 40 oc and UV is turned off
at the first switching time (ts = 85s) then the temperature starts to decrease till
a new layer is added. As stated earlier, at the interface (mode switch two) initial
temperature is taken to be the average of the existing layer which is relatively at
higher temperature and the new layer which is at ambient temperature (Fig. 3.5
).This is done by assuming that there will be instant conduction at interface before
transition to the next mode. However, for switch mode one, that is when UV is off
the final temperature of the previous mode is taken as initial temperature for the next
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mode. Fig. 3.5 shows the details of the temperature evolution at optimal switching
times and optimal final time (tf = 676).
 
Figure 3.4: Temperature evolution with optimal switching times for two layer curing
 
Figure 3.5: Interface temperature evolution for two layer curing
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The proposed approach is then compared with equal time interval curing. This
is done by taking the optimized total process time duration (tf ) and dividing by the
total number of modes (for two-layer curing number of modes is four), so that all
modes will have equal duration. In this case UV will be on for 676/2=338s, which
is much higher than the optimized UV duration that is 248s. Moreover, as shown
in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7, the final cure level is not close to the desired one, it has
more than 25% deviation from the desired value which shows the importance of our
approach in which case as dipicted in Fig. 3.7 the maximum deviation is not more
than 5% .
Figure 3.6: Degree of cure evolution with equal switching time in each mode
Figure 3.7 depicts the final degree of cure for with optimal switching times
and the result is compared with equal time curing, under cure (less UV on time than
optimized) and over cure (more UV on time ). For all cases considered, final time is
the same and is taken from the optimal final process time. The switching times for
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Table 3.2: Different switching times for two layer curing
Curing type t1(s) t2(s) t3(s) t4(s) UV ON time (s)
Optimal time 85 187 350 676 248
Equal time 169 338 507 676 338
Over cure 151 226 500 676 425
Under cure 85 200 300 676 185
all cases are summerized in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of final degree of cure
3.6.2 Five-Layer Curing
To show that our proposed approach, multi-mode swiching time optimal con-
trol, can work for any number of layers (part thickness), in this section we breifly
discuss the results of a five layer curing. Figure 3.8 shows the degree of cure evolution
for five layer curing. As can be seen in this figure and later in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10,
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the final degree is close to the desired value. The degree of cure evolutions at the
 
Figure 3.8: Degree of cure evolution of five layers
interfaces, at the top and bottom surfaces are shown in Fig. 3.9. As discussed earlier
the degree of cure has zero initial value at interface. As illustrated in Fig. 3.9, unlike
free radical polymerization the cure level increases by significant amount during the
UV off mode (dark cure). This shows the advantage of cationic polymerization over
free radical which do not polymerize after irradiation is stopped [31]. In addition, the
final degree of cure of all layers, as depicted in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10 , reaches close
to the target degree of cure (90 %).
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Figure 3.9: Degree of cure evolution at interfaces
As can be seen in Fig. 3.10, the maximum deviation of the final degree of cure
as compared to the desired target is about 5% which is similar to the result found
for two layer curing discussed in the previous section. This shows that the proposed
approach can be used for any number of layers (thickness). The temperature evolution
Figure 3.10: Final degree of cure
of five layers of composite laminates are shown in Fig. 3.11(a) and as can be seen in
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Fig. 3.11(b) the final temperature gradient along the depth is about 10 ◦c, which shows
that the proposed optimization of multi-mode curing approach reduces the potential
of thermal stresses due to large temperature gradients across depth in a thick part.
Figure 3.12 shows the degree of cure evolution using randomly selected switching time
(a) Temperature evolution of five layers (b) Final temperature of five layers
Figure 3.11: Temperature evolution and final temperature
sequences, and Fig. 3.13 shows the degree of cure evolution using optimal switching
time sequence.
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Degree of cure 
26
Initial switching time (before 
optimization) 
Optimal switching time
 Degree of cure evolution of before and after optimal control
 Each layer is divided into five for numerical computation.
 All nodes (all layers) final degree of cure is close to target value (90%)
Bottom layer
Top layer
Figure 3.12: Degree of cure evolution with initial switching timesDegree of cure 
26
Initial switching time (before 
optimization) 
Optimal switching time
 Degree of cure evolution of before and after optimal control
 Each layer is divided into five for numerical computation.
 All nodes (all layers) final degree of cure is close to target value (90%)
Bottom layer
Top layer Top layer
Figure 3.13: Degree of cure evolution wth optimal switching times
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3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, an optimal switching time control scheme is proposed for a
multi-mode cationic UV curing process. First, the curing process model for this pro-
cess is configured as a switching multi-mode system. The kinetics model includes UV
spatial attenuation effects and spatial temperature distribution that pose a challenge
in processing thick layers of material with UV. The two mode switching types are ex-
plicitly defined. The necessary optimality conditions are outlined for mode switching
and final time that give a minimal final degree of cure deviations from the desired
target. It is illustrated how the model-based optimization of the optimal switching
times and final time helps to get near through cure across thick composites parts as
compared to curing by taking equal time interval with the same final optimized time.
The proposed approach is compared with equal time interval curing, which is deter-
mined by dividing the optimized final time by the number of modes. This comparison
showed that the proposed approach in addition to achieving the targeted degree of
cure, reduces the total amount of time UV is on and hence reduces the associated




Effect of Consolidation Pressure on
the Inter−laminar Shear Strength
of Thick Composites Manufactured
Layer−by−Layer
4.1 Abstract
In this chapter, we set to examine the Inter-Laminar Shear Strength (ILSS) of
a fiber-reinforced composite part manufactured via a stepped-concurrent ultra-violet
(UV) curing and layering process. This process was specifically proposed for mak-
ing epoxy-based thick parts whereby a layer-by-layer, model-based, optimal layering
time and UV control scheme is set up with the objective of minimizing the degree
of cure deviation across the final thick part. We focus on a cationic curing process
wherein additional energy savings are possible by switching off the UV source after
initiating the curing reaction with the UV source at each layer addition. Since the
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inter-laminar sheer strength of parts made via a layering process is often a concern, we
consider the application of in-situ consolidation pressure in the layering process. We
then characterize the inter-laminar shear strength by manufacturing samples with ap-
plication of different in-situ consolidation pressures and measuring the inter-laminar
shear strength of each sample by the short beam shear test. The results showed
that the inter-laminar shear strength of composite parts fabricated with the proposed
stepped-concurrent curing and layering process increases with the applied consolida-
tion pressure up to a point. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of samples cured at
different in-situ consolidation pressure showed that the sample with optimum consol-
idation pressure has relatively uniform fiber to resin distribution and hence improved
inter-laminar shear strength.
4.2 Introduction
Additive manufacturing (AM) of fiber-reinforced composites is currently con-
ducted by stereolithography, layer-by-layer, fused deposition modeling, selective laser
sintering, and extrusion [50]. Layer by layer also called laminated object manufac-
turing (LOM) manufacturing is a type of additive manufacturing process which uses
sheet of material and adhesive to make thick part [6]. Due to its inherent capability
for handling sheet materials such as fiber reinforced composite prepregs, for produc-
ing geometrically complex near net shape objects , LOM is preferred is preferred
manufacturing process among others [51]. Therefore, in the last two decades there
has been a growing interest in layer-by-layer method for composite manufacturing.
The interfacial characteristics of composites fabricated by LOM was investigated by
[51] and reported that interlaminar shear strength is one of the main factors affecting
the overall performance of the final product. C-shaped panels, made from polymer
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matrix composites, were directly fabricated by curved LOM [52]. A vacuum ther-
moforming apparatus was applied to bond commercial prepregs. In other research,
model based UV-induced stepped-concurrent curing approach for manufacturing of
thick acrylate based composites was proposed [28, 41] and later validated with exper-
iment [34]. The major issue for layer by layer manufacturing process is the difficulty
of bringing adjacent layers to fully consolidate and cure [52]. It is quite important
to increase the interlayer strength and reduce the void content as low as possible. A
handful researchers have been studying to address this issue, [26] studied the effect
of compaction and UV exposure on the inter-laminar shear strength (ILSS) and re-
ported that improved ILSS of the final product is achieved when the optimum ILSS
and UV intensity is chosen. The concept of layer-by-layer in-situ UV processing con-
cept to make a thick glass fiber reinforced polyester composite was studied by [27].
The effect of layer thickness on the inter-laminar shear strength on achieving better
ILSS is studied. The LOM system used in previous studies require post processing
operation to increase the bonding between layers [53].
In this chapter, the main objective is to experimentally characterize the ILSS
for parts manufactured with the layer-by-layer approach that uses the model-based
optimization results. Furthermore, unlike the cited works above, which focused on
free-radical UV polymerization (Curing) processes ,here we focus on cationic polymer-
ization based curing processes. Recently, the availability of different photo-initiators
and monomers for cationic curing has increased interest in their use. As discussed in
the previous chapters , one of the main advantages of cationic polymerization is that
once it is exposed to UV for sometime, it coutinues curing after UV is off. Hence,
additional energy savings are possible by switching the UV source off after curing
reactions are initiated after each layer addition. These switching times make for ad-
ditional optimization variables in the layer-by-layer scheme. Researchers have indeed
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investigated how to improve the ILSS of fiber-reinforced composites in thermal-based
curing and have proposed different approaches [54, 55, 26, ?, 56]. In [54], the effects
of exothermic overheating on the ILSS of a composite part is studied. They produced
high thickness laminates and intentionally overheated it to induce thermal damage.
From ILSS test results, authors claimed that the ILSS is lower for thicker samples
that were overheated.
There has not been much work on characterizing the inter-laminar shear
strength with radiation-based curing processes, partly since the processes are rela-
tively new for thick composites manufacturing. The effect of irradiance on the intra-
laminar shear strength was investigated in [43], which found that high UV and poor
adhesion (ILSS). On the other hand, insufficient UV lowers ILSS. The work in [26]
studied the effect of UV dosage and cure gradient on the ILSS of stepwise-curing of
fiber-reinforced acrylates and reported that with an increase in UV, cure uniformity
increases but the ILSS reduced. The effect of UV intensity on the curing uniformity
and inter-laminar shear strength was assesed in [54] . The cure uniformity increased
with increasing UV intensity, but higher UV intensity decreases ILSS. The effect of
UV intensity and compaction force on intra-laminar shear strength of an automatic
fiber placement composite manufacturing process was studied [54]. It was found in
that work that the compaction force increases the infiltration of the resin and the
distribution of the resin around the fiber becomes uniform, which makes the final
product capable of resisting more load and so have better ILSS. However, the effect
of compaction on ILSS have not been studied in a stepped-concurrent layer by layer
thick composite manufacturing process.
The present study is motivated, in part, by these observations and aims at
characterizing the ILSS when applying the stepped-concurrent curing, switching and
layering process for making an epoxy resin-infused fiber-reinforced composite. First,
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the optimal processing time sequence, which is composed of the UV switching times
(off/on), the layering times, and the final time, is determined by posing and solving a
model-based optimal control problem. The optimization objective is set us minimizing
the cure deviation across all layers at the final time. Then, using the obtained optimal
processing time sequence, two-layer composite samples were made by in-situ curing
with varying consolidation pressures. The final degree of cure of these samples were
analyzed by FTIR-ATR spectroscopy. We then experimentally characterize the inter-
laminar shear strength and study the effects of in-situ consolidation pressure on the
inter-laminar shear strength as measured by the short beam shear test. The SEM
images of the cured samples were also analyzed.
4.3 Process Modeling
4.3.1 Modle for Cationic UV Curing Process (Single Layer)
Fig.1 shows a basic set up for a cationic UV curing of a single layer of material.
We consider one dimensional heat conduction, where the boundary conditions are
the insulation boundary condition at the bottom (BC1) and convective boundary
condition at the top surface (BC2). The model for the cationic polymerization is
comprised of the cure kinetics model for curing under UV (with UV ON) and for the
subsequent curing without UV (with UV OFF). The attenuation of the UV intensity
along the depth is modeled by the Beer-Lamberts Law [54, 55, 26].
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 Figure 4.1: 1D concurrent layering and cationic curing process
Bringing all of these together, the curing process model is summarized as
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[1− α (y, t)] , t [ts, tf ]
(4.4)
where ρ and c are the density and specific heat capacity of the epoxy, respec-
tively; ky is the thermal conductivity of the epoxy across the depth; T (t, y) is the
temperature at time t and depth h . ∆Hr is enthalpy of polymerization; α(t, y) is
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Table 4.1: Physical parameters for the numerical simulation
Volume fraction ρ[cm/cm3] c[J/(kgK)] ky[W/(cm
oc)] ∆H[J/g]
Resin 0.4 1.15 1.75 0.0025 332
Glass fiber 0.6 2.575 0.80 0.01275 -
Composite 1 2 1.02 0.0037 332
degree of cure at time and depth y ; l is the thickness (depth) of the sample; A is
pre-exponential constant; E is the activation energy; R is universal gas constant; Tabs
the absolute temperature in Kelvin; I0 is the initial UV intensity; µ is UV attenua-
tion constant; ki is initiation rate constant; ts and tf are switching (UV off) and final
cure times. The switching in eq. (4.4) captures the different curing kinetics with UV
ON/OFF in cationic curing. The above model shall be implemented by adopting a
spatial discretization of the domain and forward in-time central difference in space
(FTCS) approximation [59] of the coupled partial/ordinary differential equations and
the boundary conditions listed in eqs. (4.1) to (4.4) .
4.3.2 Model for the Layer-by-Layer Process
In this section, we outline the model for the stepped concurrent curing, layering
and switching process. We build on the single layer cationic cure process model
detailed above. The stepped concurrent curing (SCC) and layering approach for UV-
induced thick composite manufacturing is first proposed in [41] assuming free radical
polymerization. In this paper, we extend this to the cationic polymerization where
the resin continues to cure even after UV is turned OFF, albeit at a different rate.
The specific addition is the presence of the UV switching (ON to OFF) time, even
before another layer is added, which now makes for another controllable variable. The
schematic of stepped concurrent curing, switching and layering process is shown in
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Fig. 2.3.
One simplification we consider is that UV turns ON concurrently with the
addition of each layer. The UV intensity itself could vary between layers, but this
case is not considered in the present work. For the mathematical formulation involving
these cases the reader is referred to [28].
Given the coupled cure-kinetics and discretized temperature evolution model
described in the previous section for a single layer, we can assemble a state-space
model for the multi-layer case as follows:
x˙ = f(x(t), u(t)) (4.5)
where x(t) = [α(t), T (t)] is the state vector comprised of the cure-level and tempera-
ture state at each discrete spatial location at any time t or any mode in the layering
process. f(x(t), u(t)) is a function of the cure-level, temperature state and the UV
input for those modes where the UV is on (mode index i1 at the ith layer), and a
function of only the cure-level and temperature state for those modes where the UV
is off (mode index i2 at the ith layer).The details of eq. (4.5) can be found in our
previous work [28, 57].
In the next section, we demonstrate the stepped concurrent curing and layering
process for making a two-layer part. As mentioned earlier, we use model based optimal
control to determine the optimal processing time sequence (comprised of layering time,
UV switch OFF time, and final times), which gives uniform cure distribution across
both layers. This still will not guarantee the complete bonding between layers as it
doesnt explicitly deal with this issue. Therefore, to improve the bonding between
adjacent layers, we consider the effect of applying in situ consolidation pressure on
the inter-laminar shear strength; therein, our approach is purely experimental.
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4.3.3 Optimal processing time control
Optimal control of switching systems are designed get optimal switching and
final times which optimize the given performance criterion. This criterion considers
the deviation of final degree of cure from targeted degree of cure. The optimal time
control objective is thus to minimize this deviation by choosing the optimal switching




(α(y, tM)− αdes)2 (4.6)
where J is the cost function; α(tf ) is the distributed cure state for the final
degree of cure along the depth and is the desired degree of cure along the depth at
the final time, is the thickness (depth) of the sample. eq. (4.6) is subjected to the
state evolution model depicted in Figure 2.3 and given compactly in eq. (4.5). The
cost function as well as the evolution model in eq. (4.5) are converted to discretized
forms for computation. Taking the optimality condition given in the previous chapter
and the cost function , the numerical algorithm to solve the optimal time sequence is
given by Steepest descent algorithm and the steps are shown below [35, 28].
1. Choose initial iterate τ 0i for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and choose a termination tolerance ε
2. Set the iteration counter k = 0
3. While
∣∣Jk − Jk−1∣∣ > ε
4. Compute the state trajectory xi (t) , t [τi−1,τi] for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 forward in time
from t0 = 0 to tf = τN
5. Compute the adjoining variable p¯i (t) , for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 backward in time from
tf = τN to t0 = 0
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6. Update the time vector τ k+1i = τ
k
i − δki Bi , where i = 1, 2, 3 and N = 4
7. τ k+1N = τ
k
N − δkNC Bi = Hi(τ−i )−Hi(τ+i ) and C = HN(τ−i )
8. k = k + 1
9. End while
10. Save the optimal switching time vector [τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4]
T
 
Figure 4.2: Two-layer four-mode cationic curing process
The computational framework for solving the optimization problem involves
the derivation of the necessary conditions of optimality using traditional optimal
control approaches, where the system/process model in eq. (4.5) serve as constraints
to the objective function in eq. (4.6). The necessary conditions for optimality are
derived and outlined in our previous work [57] and similar derivations for acrylate
based composites can be found in [23, 28, 19] . For brevity, we skip those derivations
here and discuss some typical outcomes from the model-based optimal control. Using
the necessary conditions of optimality, we apply the steepest descent algorithm to
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find the optimal solutions for the processing time sequence [35, 41]. For the two-
layer part, for which the four-mode cationic curing process is depicted in Figure 4.2,
we seek to achieve minimal cure-level deviation (across the part) from the desired
target by computing the optimal processing times (t1, t2,t3 and tf ) that minimize
the objective function in eq. (4.6). The values of t1, t2,t3 and tf give the optimum
times, respectively, to switch the UV OFF with just the first layer, to layering and
turn the UV ON for second layer, and to switch the UV OFF on the second layer,
and to stop the process at the final time. If the optimizations are successful (i.e.,
solutions are found), at the final time, the cure at all depths will be the closest to the
desired degree of cure.
For the results below, we set the target cure level at 98%, for two-layer com-
posite with each layer being 2mm thick. The computed optimal processing and final
times are shown in Table 4.2. Figure 4.3 depicts the degree of cure evolution showing
that this is indeed achieved in the two-layer part. Figure 4.4 shows temperature evo-
lution. As can be seen there, the peak temperature is less than 70oC, which is quite
low compared to other curing methods such as autoclave curing processes, in which
the cure process temperature rages in general from 121oC or 180oC for epoxy-based
prepregs [60]. The optimal processing times for making a two-layer part are shown
in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Optimal switching and final times
Mode 11 12 21 22
Optimal switching time (s) 288 505 800 884
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Table 4.3: Optimal curing time


























Figure 4.5: Final degree of cure (a) and final temperature (b)
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4.3.4 Interface condition
The interface condition is crucial for the mechanical property of the compos-
ites. For an optimum crosslinking between adjacent layers intimate contact is required
[61]. In our model, the temperature at the interface is taken to be the average of the
existing layer and the new layer which was at ambient temperature (initial tempera-
ture). As can be seen in Fig. 4.6, following the UV-OFF instant (t1), the temperature
starts to decrease with time, caused by an increase in temperature from the UV in-
put and exothermic reaction. Since the UV is turned OFF at switching time (t1 or
t3) which a temperature decrease. Rather than decreasing to the initial temperature
(25oC) the temperature decreases to that which is equal to the contribution of the
exothermic reaction. The fact that the layering happens at a relatively lower tem-
perature may have an adverse effect on the crosslinking between adjacent layers and
reduce the bonding strength [61].
 




Commercially-available diglycidyl ether bisphenol A (DGEBA) based epoxy,
105 Epoxy resin was purchased from West Systems Epoxy, USA . As per the manu-
facturers claim this resin is designed specifically to wet out and bond with fiberglass,
wood fiber, reinforcing fabrics and a variety of metals. Triarylsulfonium hexafluo-
rophosphate salts, mixed with 50 % in propylene carbonate was obtained from Sigma
Aldrich, USA and used as photo-initiator (PI). The DGEBA epoxy resin was mixed
with 3 % (by weight) of photo-initiator and steered till it mixes completely. Fiberglass
cloth was used as the reinforcement.
4.4.2 Photoinitatior Concentration
The amount of photoinitator (PI) concentration used in cataionic polymeriza-
tion varies from 3% to 5% by weight [62]. To determine the proper amount of PI, we
measured the UV transmission of DGEBA based epoxy. This is done by comparing
the UV intensity applied at the surface and the amount or UV intensity measured at
the bottom of the sample. The UV intensity measurement set up is shown in Fig. 4.7
and the UV transmission for PI concentration of 1% to 5% is shown in Fig. 4.8. The
UV intensity on the surface of sample is 35 mw/cm2, one can take a different UV
intensity, however, the corresponding optimal curing time will different accordingly.
The UV intensity is kept constant through out the whole experiment and intensity
transmitted through the sample were recorded every 30 s. As seen in Fig. 4.8, the
UV absorbance for 3%, 4% and 5% are not significantly different ( < 1mW/cm2).
The maximum absorbance is at 5% for about 60s and at 4% PI concentration for the
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rest of the time, although the absorbance for 3% ,4% and 5% PI are not significantly
different. We chose the PI concentration to be 3% as it has also be considered optimal
in most other works [21, 63].










Figure 4.7: UV intensity measurment setup
 
Figure 4.8: Temperature profile with optimized processing times
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4.4.3 Composite preparation process
The prepreg was made by mixing approximately 60% of fiber glass with 40%
of resin by weight. Three fiber glass mats were used to prepare a laminate. The hand
layup process was used to carefully prepare the prepreg and the composition ratio of
the resin to the fiber was determined by measuring the glass fiber alone and again
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Figure 7. Schematic of a single laminate curing. 
In-situ curing and consolidation 
Composites were fabricated by irradiating the prepreg samples using a 16.1W Clearstone 
UV LED which has UV emission peak wavelength of 365nm. The amount of UV 
reaching to the surface of the resin sample is measured by using a digital UV radiometer 
(Solarmeter) whose resolution is 0.1 mW/cm2. All samples were placed at the same depth 
from the UV LED. As discussed in the previous section UV attenuates hence the number 
of layers in one laminate has to be limited. In our previous work [19, 20] we verified 
experimentally that the optimal switching times found from simulation help to get 
through cure for 2mm thick epoxy. Hence, here we used 2mm thickness for a single 
layer. The schematic of in-situ consolidation is shown in Fig. 8. As seen in the figure the 
first layer is cured and add a new layer with a clear glass sheet on it where four equal 





Figure 4.9: Schematic of a single lami ate curing
4.4.4 In-situ curing and consolidation
Composites were fabricated by irradiating the prepreg samples using a 16.1W
Clearstone UV LED with a UV emission peak wavelength of 365nm. A digital UV
radiometer (Solarmeter) with a 0.1 mW/cm2 resolution was used to measure the
amount of UV reaching the surface of the resin ample. All samples were placed at the
same depth from the UV LED. As discussed in the previous section UV attenuates
with material depth, hence thickness of a layer has to be limited. Previously, we
experimentally verified the optimal switching times from our simulation that were
most effective in curing a 2mm thick epoxy [64, 57]. Based upon those results, 2mm
thick material was used as the single layer in the present study. Fig. 4.10 shows a
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Figure 4.10: Schematic of in-situ compaction
schematic of the in-situ compaction or consolidation process investigated here. The
first layer is cured followed by the addition of a new layer with a clear glass sheet on
top to facilitate the application of pressure. Based on the amount of load/pressure
applied during curing, we considered four samples as summarized in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Samples cured with different load
Name Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4
Load (N) 0 6.8 18.2 33.9
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4.4.5 Degree of cure
Thermo-Nicolet Magna 550 FTIR spectrometer in combination with a Thermo-
SpectraTech Foundation Series Diamond ATR accessory was used to measure degree
of cure. To make sure that the samples were completely cured, we recorded the
FTIR of all cured samples and compared with the FTIR of the uncured epoxy resin.
Each spectrum of the samples was collected in the 500 to 4000 cm−1 region with
2cm−1 resolution and averaging of 64 scans. In the FTIR spectrum of epoxy resin,
the peak around 915 (shown in Figure 4.11) is characteristic absorption of epoxy
groups. Figure 4.11 shows the spectrum of samples recorded in the 525 to 1650cm−1
range. As seen in figure, the characteristic absorptions of oxirane ring approximately
at 915cm−1 is observed in the epoxy resin (before curing). This is attributed to the
C-O deformation of oxirane group [65, 66, 67]. The disappearance of this band in all
samples shows that all samples, which were made with different in-situ consolidation
pressures, are completely cured[66, 68, 69].
 
Figure 4.11: FTIR-ATR Spectroscopy of before and after curing
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4.4.6 Inter-laminar shear strength
Shear strength of composite materials is a mechanical property that mainly
depends on the resin [70]. The shear strength of composite materials is governed by
the adhesion between fibers and resin (intra-layer shear strength) and, if there is more
than one layer involved, the bonding of adjacent laminates (inter-layer shear strength)
needs to be considered. Different approaches and devices have been proposed for
determining the sheer strength of composites [56]. To choose the ideal shear test
method one should consider: simplicity to perform, size, preparation required to get
the specimen for the test and accuracy of measurement [70, 56]. The short beam
shear test (SBS) has been used widely for measuring the interlaminar shear strength
of fiber reinforced composites [70]. It has similarities to a flexural test method, but
the specimen in SBS has a very small height to thickness ratio [71].
In this work, the inter-laminar shear strength (ILSS) of the fiber-reinforced
composite was analyzed on a universal testing machine (Instron Model 5582). Specif-
ically, the short beam bending test method was adopted as described in American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standard D2344[71]. Crosshead speed of
1.27mm/min was used for the specimen test. Based upon the ASTM standards, five
specimens were tested with the results averaged to report each ILSS. SBS tests were
carried out on specimens having span length (L ) to thickness (h ) ratio equal to 4
[71]. The short beam bending test setup is depicted in Fig. 4.12.
The inter-laminar shear strength is given as follows [72]:
ILSS = 0.75× Pm
b× h (4.7)
where the ILSS is the short-beam shear strength in MPa; Pm is the maximum load




















Figure 4.12: Picture of short beam shear (SBS) test
h is the measured specimen thickness in mm. For this study, samples with dimensions
24 X 8 X 4 mm were tested over 16 mm span.
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4.5 Experimental Results and Discussion
In the previous sections, we showed that the optimal process times determined
using optimal process control helped to get a uniform cure. The final degree of cure
was also verified experimentally by FTIR-ATR spectroscopy. However, this does
not guarantee that there is complete cross linking between adjacent layers when two
or more layers involved in the cure process. This is because each layer can be cured
uniformly but the cross-linking between layers at the interface cannot be verified from
the final degree of cure experiment. In this section, the effect of in-situ consolidation
pressure on the inter-laminar shear strength is investigated by using inter-laminar
shear strength. Fiber reinforced matrix samples with a 60% glass fiber by weight.
According to the standard [71] for each sample five tests were made.
4.5.1 Effect of pressure on the Inter-Laminar Shear Strength
(ILSS)
Samples were fabricated by the in-situ curing method with varying pressures
applied to each, followed by an analysis of the inter-laminar shear strengths to deter-
mine optimal consolidation pressure. For each case, we conducted five experiments
and averaged the results. Figure 4.13 shows the maximum load observed for different
loading conditions and Fig. 4.14 shows the correlation between ILSS and the load
applied during in-situ curing. Note the substantial increase in the ILSS 40.63 % with
an increase in the applied load from 0 to 18.2 N and decreases when a sample is cured
under higher load. This shows that an optimum pressure is required to get better
inter-laminar shear strength.
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 Figure 4.13: Maximum observed load for different loading condition
 
Figure 4.14: ILSS for different loading conditions.
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were obtained using Hitachi S3400N
Variable Pressure Scanning Electron Microscope (VPSEM). The SEM images shown
in Fig. 4.15 are that of samples cured under different loading variances from 34N
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to 0. These images clearly indicate that a higher consolidation pressure will lessen
the amount of resin between the fibers (see Fig. 4.15 a ) and thus reduce the shear
strength. This is inline with the effect of higher fiber volume fraction on the ILSS
reported in [73, 74]. Therein, it is found that when the fiber volume fraction exceeds
60% the ILSS of the composite decreased . On the other hand, more resin is evident
in the presence of a reduced consolidation pressure or an absence of consolidation
pressure altogether as seen in Fig. 4.15 d. As compared to other loading conditions,
the one with high ILSS has relatively uniform distribution of epoxy resin around glass
fiber as is clearly evident in Fig. 4.15 b.
Table 4.5: Load applied during curing





4.5.2 Effect of pressure to Inter Laminar Shear Strength
(ILSS)
Four samples were fabricated by the in-situ curing method with varying pres-
sure applied to the samples and inter-laminar shear strengths were tested to find out
the optimal pressure. The applied load and maximum load observed are summarized
in Table 4.6..
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Table 4.6: Correlation between applied load and maximum load observed

















Figure 4.15: SEM images of cross sections from fiber reinforced composites fabricated
at different pressure a) 34N b) 18N c) 7N and d) No load
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, first model-based optimal processing time sequence selection
scheme for a layer-by-layer additive manufacturing of epoxy-based thick parts via a
UV-based cationic curing process outlined. The temperature evolution showed that
the layering the temperature is relatively low and hence less bonding between layers.
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To improve the inter-laminar shear strength, we then assessed the effect of in-situ
consolidation pressure on the inter-laminar shear strength. The optimum percent-
age of photo-initiator concentration is chosen for a given UV-intensity by conducting
different experiment. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy method was
used to check the completeness of the final degree of cure. Then, short beam shear
(SBS) test is conducted to measure the inter-laminar shear strength of the cured
product under different compaction load. The curing times were found from opti-
mal switching time control and the UV intensity and photo-initiator concentration
were similar for all samples. The result showed that thick composite parts fabricated
with in-situ compaction and UV curing process have showed increased inter-laminar
shear strength with increased compaction load up to a certain point. An increase in
compaction beyond this point decreased the inter-laminar shear strength. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images showed that samples made with optimum consol-
idation pressure had a relatively uniform fiber to resin distribution which results in




Control of UV-Induced Curing
Process for Thick Composite
Manufacturing
5.1 Abstract
In this chapter, first the nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) of UV-
induced curing for manufacturing of thick composite parts is proposed and then we
extend the model for switching layer-by-layer curing process. The process involves
layer-by-layer curing of thin composite laminates to form thick part. The model for
NMPC switches when a new layer is added to the existing layer. The layer addition
times are determined externally. The offline optimal control is used to determine
the optimal time and temperature profile which will give uniform cure distribution
of a thick composite material. Once the temperature trajectory and optimal time
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sequences are found, the NMPC is implemented for online control. The objective
is to determine theoretical optimal behavior (assuming the process measurement is
available) which will be used for online switching NMPC for tracking the reference
temperature of switching layer-by-layer manufacturing process. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach three layer fiber-reinforced resin is considered
and results show a very good agreement between the temperature of the reference
and NMPC.
5.2 Introduction
Lightweight materials have a great potential for improving vehicle perfor-
mance, it can improve the passenger vehicle fuel efficiency six to eight percent for
each ten percent reduction in weight [75]. Fiber reinforced polymer composites are
one of the most promising weight reduction technologies available today [75]. The
manufacturing process of these composites are mainly thermal based curing process.
However, recently radiation based curing process have shown a great potential for
thick composites manufacturing.
As discussed in the previous sections UV has limited penetration, this challenge
has limited the application of UV to thin polymer films in applications such as printing
inks and adhesives, printing plates, microcircuits and production of thin composite
parts [18].
To overcome the cure depth limitation, a layer-by-layer deposition was recently
introduced and have been implemented for production of thick composite parts man-
ufacturing using UV as radiation source and acrylate matrix [28] and epoxy matrix
[57]. This was then extended for a concurrent curing and layering approach where
distinct process optimization opportunities were identified by examining the inter
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play between the underlying curing kinetics and UV attenuation [28, 57]. All the re-
cent proposed approaches focused on the offline optimal time control for determining
the optimal input and or layering time with the objective of uniform final cure dis-
tribution across the finished product. However, these approaches assume a uniform
UV intensity in optimizing the layering time and hence the optimal layering times
are optimal for the given input only. In this chapter, we propose a model predictive
control strategy for online control of UV-induced curing process.
Model predictive control (MPC) also referred to as receding or moving horizon
control has been widely used in industry as an effective approach to deal with large
multi-variable constrained control problems. It is a well established control strategy
in the chemical process industry which are typically characterized by a longer sam-
pling periods. In recent years, however, the improvement in the processor speed and
the development of new algorithms has extended the application of MPC to other
applications such as automotive [76, 77, 78], aerospace [79, 80, 81, 82] where typ-
ical sampling is in the order of milliseconds [83, 84, 85, 86]. The main advantage
of MPC controller as compared to traditional proportional, integral and derivative
(PID) is that it allows taking constraints on states, inputs and outputs of the system.
Moreover, multivariable feedback control can be designed with similar procedural
complexity as of single variable ones [83].
The main idea of MPC is to choose control actions by repeatedly solving an
online constrained optimization problem, which aims at minimizing a cost function
over a finite prediction horizon based on predictions obtained by a system model
[87, 88]. In general, an MPC design is composed of three components: 1) A model
of the system. This model is used to predict the future evolution of the system in
open-loop and the efficiency of the calculated control actions of an MPC depends
highly on the accuracy of the model and the amount of noise/disturbance . 2) A
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cost function over a finite horizon. This cost will be minimized subject to constraints
imposed by the system model, restrictions on control inputs and system state and
other considerations at each sampling time to obtain a trajectory of future control
inputs. 3) A receding horizon scheme. This scheme introduces feedback into the
control law to compensate for disturbances and modeling errors [89]. In Fig. 5.1
k − 1, k and k + 1 represents the past , current and future time indexes respectively.
The prediction horizon Np is the time range on which state prediction is made. The
control horizon Nu denotes the duration on which the control input is optimized.
The prediction and optimization preformed at time k provide the open-loop optimal
control sequence over the current control horizon Nu. The first control input will be
implemented to the system till the next sampling instant k + 1. At time k + 1 the










Predicted control input 
Measured output
Figure 5.1: Principle of model predictive control
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There are few papers where MPC has been applied for distributed parame-
ter systems such as curing process of thick composites [90, 91, 92]. In these works,
distribute parameter systems with high order dimension models are considered. How-
ever, the dimension of states is constant i.e. there is no change in dimension through-
out the process. In our study first we discuss on the distributed parameter NMPC
which is highly nonlinear UV-induced curing of composites with UV intensity as a
control input and process temperature and degree of cure considered as state.
5.2.1 Curing Process Model
Considering the 1D curing set up shown in Fig. 5.2 below, a single layer of
material is exposed to a uniform UV source at the top.
 
Figure 5.2: Schematic of UV-curing process
The curing process involves heat generation from polymerization (exothermic
reaction), convection heat transfers at the top surface and conduction within the
layer. These also need to be captured along with boundary conditions. The convective
boundary condition (BC1) at the top and insulation boundary condition (BC2) at the
bottom. The UV gets attenuated as it passes through the material and the intensity
across the depth is given by Beer-Lamberts law [30, 93]. The temperature within
the fiber-reinforced composites can be calculated using the law of conservation of
energy together with a model for cure kinetics. By neglecting the energy transfer by
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where ρ and ρr are density of the composites and resin respectively, cp is the specific
heat capacity of composites, ∆Hr is the enthalpy of polymerization of the resin, ky is
the thermal conductivity in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the composite,
T (y, t) is the temperature at time t and depth y, α(y, t) is the degree of cure of the
resin at depth y and time t. Equation 5.1 is coupled with the exothermic reaction
(cure) rate equation of the unsaturated polyester resin which is given in Eq. 5.2
dα (y, t)
dt




αm (y, t) (1− α (y, t))n (5.2)
where, φ is pre-exponential rate constant S is photo-initiator concentration, λc UV
attenuation constant, E is activation energy ,R is gas constant [28].
The convection and insulation boundary conditions (BC1 and BC2) are given
in Eq. 5.3 and Eq. 5.4 respectively.
−ky ∂T (y, t)
∂y




where, ymax is the thickness of the fiber-reinforced resin.
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5.3 Nonlinear Model Predictive Control of Thick
Composite Laminate
For a single layer thick composite manufacturing, the schematic of NMPC is
shown in Fig. 5.3. As mentioned previously, the reference temperature is taken from
offline optimal control. Therein, the optimal switching times and temperature profile
are determined. As seen in Fig. 5.3, the optimal times are used for the NMPC model
and for the plant.
Singl  layer NMPC
Figure 5.3: Schematic of NMPC
5.3.1 Objective Function
One of the advantages of NMPC formulation as constrained optimization prob-
lem is a large number of problems can be stated. It can be used in trajectory tracking
for controlled variables , minimization of any economic function, minimization of en-
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ergy supply under technical specifications, etc. In optimizing the cure it is desired to









umin ≤ u ≤ umax
xk+1 = f(xk, uk)
x(0) = x0











− ky ∂T (y, t)
∂y
+ ϑI0 = h (T (y, t)− T∞) (5.7)
dα (y, t)
dt








k is the NMPC step index, Np is the receding horizon , T is the process control variable
and u is the sought optimal control sequence and r is the reference temperature (Tref ).
The result shown in Fig. 5.4 is in a good agreement with the reference temperature.
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Result for single layer NMPC
Figure 5.4: NMPC singlelayer result
5.4 Nonlinear Model Predictive Control of Layer
by Layer Curing Process
5.4.1 Offline Optimal Control
In this section we pose an optimal control problem for the model described in
eqs. (5.1) to (5.4) to find the optimal layering time which will be used as a reference
for NMPC. Here, cost function is outlined. Readers are referred to Section 2.5.2
for the derivation of optimality conditions and details of the offline optimal control
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(α(y, tN)− αdes)2 (5.10)
Here, unlike the previous sections , the system has N modes, this is because it is free
radical polymerization (there is no cure after UV is off ). So in this case the number
of modes of the system is N not M which was used in the previous chapters. Note
that M = 2N for cationic polymerization. For illustration three layer free radical
polymerization , depicted in Fig. reffig:1schfree, is used. Using eq. 5.10 and opti-
mality conditions discussed in Section 2.5.2 the following steepest descent numerical
algorithm is used to compute the optimal solution. The parameter values used in the
numerical solution are given in Table 5.1.
1. Choose initial iterate τ 0i for i = 1, 2, 3 and choose a termination tolerance ε
2. Set the iteration counter k = 0
3. While
∣∣Jk − Jk−1∣∣ > ε
4. Compute the state trajectory xi (t) , t [τi−1,τi] for i = 1, 2, 3 forward in time
from t0 = 0 to tf = τN
5. Compute the adjoining variable p¯i (t) , for i = 1, 2, 3 backward in time from
tf = τN to t0 = 0
6. Update the time vector τ k+1i = τ
k
i − δki Bi , where i = 1, 2, 3 and N = 3
7. τ k+1N = τ
k
N − δkNC
8. Bi = Hi(τ
−
i )−Hi(τ+i ) and C = HN(τ−i )
9. k = k + 1
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Table 5.1: Parameter values used for numerical simulation [28]
Parameter Variable Value
Density of resin ρr 1.1 g/cm3
Specific heat of resin cpr 1.674 J/g
◦C
Thermal conductivity of resin kr 0.0017W/cm
◦C
Density of composite ρ 1.69 g/cm3
Specific heat of composite c 1.14 J/g◦C
Thermal conductivity of composite k 0.0035w/cm◦C
Convective heat transfer h 0.002 w/cm2 ◦C
Volumetric fraction of resin vr 0.6
Polymerization enthalpy of resin ∆Hr 335 J/g
Photoinitiator concentration s 0.05% wt
Activation energy E 12.7 KJ/mol
Gas constant R 8.314 J/mol K
Pre-exponential factor of rate constant Φ 0.631 s−1
Reaction orders m 0.7
Constants exponents p 0.8
Absorptivity UV radiation at surface ν 0.85
UV attenuation constant λc 2cm-1
10. End while
11. Save the optimal switching time vector [τ1, τ2, τ3]
T
As seen in Fig. 5.6 the final cure is close the desired value and the maximum error
is less than 1% hence the proposed approach gives the optimal time which result
in uniform final cure distribution. Fig. 5.7 shows the temperature evolution of the
bottom (layer-1) middle (layer-2) and top(layer-3) layers. These temperature profiles
will be used as a reference for the NMPC.
Model predictive control refers to a class of control algorithm in which a dy-
namic process model is used to predict and optimize process performance. The idea
is to solve, at each sample time, an open-loop optimization in order to find the value
of the manipulated variable is reiterated at the next sample time with the update of
the process measurement. Today, MPC has become a control strategy widely used in
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 Figure 5.5: Schematic of layer-by-layer curing process
 
Figure 5.6: Final degree of cure with optimal processing times
industry. Indeed, MPC is well suited for high performance control since constraints
can be explicitly incorporated into the formulation of the control problem[95].
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Figure 5.8: Schematic of SNMPC
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5.4.2 Control objective
Thermal based curing of composites have to follow a specif temperature profile
(called cure cycle) to achieve a required quality of final product. Hence, researchers
have been using temperature as a reference to control the curing process [94, 96,
97]. In radiation based curing such as UV the initiation comes mainly from the
photo-initators which absorbs light. However, the propagation strongly dependent
on temperature. As seen in the previous section the optimal switching times chosen
with the objective of minimizing final cure deviation resulted in near uniform final
temperature. Therefore, for the NMPC the offline temperature profile which is found
from offline optimal control with the objective of uniform cure distribution is used.
The control problem considered here is the tracking of a reference temperature (Tref )
and minimizing the control effort. The NMPC technique solves the optimal control
problems repeatedly from the current measured state by online computation. After
giving the initial control input u(t) and states x(t); the current control input at time t
is found by determining the optimal control solution online over the interval [t, t+Tp]
with the objective of minimizing the temperature difference from a given reference and
control input. As depicted in Fig. 5.9 the system involves mode change. The mode
change times are as discussed earlier determined from offline optimal control with
the objective of minimizing final degree of cure deviation across layers. In SNMPC
the horizon may range from one mode to the next higher mode. In that case, the
number of states increase and hence the cost function before and after the switching
instant within that horizon is different. The ideal cost function should switch at
the switching time however, it may pose computational challenge. Therefore, two
cases are considered: 1) the cost function which switches within the horizon when
a switching instant falls in the horizon and when mode is changed (i.e when a layer
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is added) and 2) the cost function does not switch considers one model in the given
horizon and the switching happens only when the mode is changed.
5.4.2.1 Case 1
As mentioned in the previous section, the first case considered is when the
cost function is able to switch and increase its dimension to predict the upcoming
layer (s). This will occur when the switching time (layer addition time) lies within
the prediction horizon. In that case, the cost function will add one more layer to the
existing layer(s). The cost function which includes the mode switching within the



















xk+1 = f(xk, uk)
umin ≤ u ≤ umax
x(0) = x0
(5.12)
where f is as given in section 5.3.1, Np is the prediction horizon (number of predic-
tions), Mp ≤ Np is the control horizon , in this study the control horizon taken to be
the prediction horizon (i.e Mp = Np), T is the temperature from SNMPC and r = Tref
is reference temperature from the open loop offline optimal control (see Fig. 5.8), Q
is the weighting matrix for predicted errors (Q ≥ 0) and R is the weighting matrix
for control moves (R ≥ 0). Nz is the number of nodes in the given mode which is
defined as described in Fig. 5.9. Herein, ln is the number of layers in mode N . For
NMPC model the number of nodes considered are three therefore, the total number
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of nodes in mode n is: Nz = 3ln.
Cost function
Subjected to:
• 𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑢 ≤ 𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥
• Δ𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ Δ𝑢 ≤ Δ𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥
• 𝑥𝑘+1 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑘 , 𝑢𝑘)
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Figure 5.9: Reduced model for MPC
5.4.2.2 Case 2
In this case, when the switching time (layer addition time) lies with in the
prediction horizon the cost function does not switch to add the next layer. The
switching occurs on the next step. Therefore, in case 2 only one model is used in a











xk+1 = f(xk, uk)
umin ≤ u ≤ umax
x(0) = x0
(5.14)
Here, all the parameters are as defined in 5.3.1 and 5.4.2.1
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5.4.3 SNMPC algorithm for switching system
The algorithms for the SNMPC for case 1 and case 2 are as follows:
5.4.3.1 SNMPC algorithm for case 1
1. Compute the switching instants (from offline open loop optimal control as de-
scribed in the previous section)
2. At the k-th sampling instant, the values of the manipulated variables, u, at
the next Mp sampling instants, u(k), u(k+1), , u(k+NP -1) are calculated.
The control inputs are calculated to minimize the deviations from the reference
temperature over the next NP sampling instants while satisfying the constraints.
3. When the sampling instant is equal to the switching time (new layer addition)
the cost function switches from tracking temperature of the existing layers to
tracking existing layers and the new layer (the size of the states being tracked
increased). From this time to next switching instant the dimension of the states
used in the objective function and constraints will be constant.
4. Then the first control move, u(k), is implemented.
5. At the next sampling instant, k+1, the NP -step control policy is re-calculated
for the next NP sampling instants, k+1 to k+NP , and implement the first
control move, u(k+1).
6. Then Steps 2 and 3 are repeated for subsequent sampling instants.
5.4.3.2 SNMPC algorithm for case 2
1. Compute the switching instants (from offline open loop optimal control as de-
scribed in the previous section)
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2. At the k-th sampling instant, the values of the manipulated variables, u, at the
next MP sampling instants, u(k), u(k+1), , u(k+NP -1) are calculated.
3. The set of NP control inputs is calculated to minimize the deviations from the
reference temperature over the next NP sampling instants while satisfying the
constraints.
4. When the sampling instant is equal to the switching time (new layer addition)
the cost function does not switch (unlike case 1) rather it continues to track
the temperatures of the existing layers. It switches from tracking temperature
of the existing layers to tracking existing layers and the new layer at the next
instant. From this time to next switching instant the dimension of the states
used in the cost function and constraints will be constant.
5. Then the first control move, u(k), is implemented.
6. At the next sampling instant, k+1, the NP -step control policy is re-calculated
for the next NP sampling instants, k+1 to k+NP , and implement the first
control move, u(k+1).
7. Then Steps 2 and 3 are repeated for subsequent sampling instants.
5.4.4 Results and Discussion
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed SNMPC approch, three layer
fiber-reinforced composite is considered. A prediction horizon of 100s and 10 steps is
taken. Following the algorithms for case 1 and case 2 given above, first the results for
case 1 is given and later these results will be compared with case 2 results. Figures 5.10
to 5.12 show the reference temperature tracking and the corresponding control effort
of bottom layer , middle layer and top layer respectively.
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Figure 5.10: Layer 1 temperature tracking and control input
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Figure 5.11: Layer 2 temperature tracking and control input
Figure 5.12: Layer 3 temperature tracking and control input
Figure 5.13 depicts the bottom layer reference temperature and the results of
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SNMPC for all layers for the case 1. As can be seen in the figure, there is a very
good agreement of the reference temperature and the SNMPC temperatures. To
avoid confusion, the temperatures from SNMPC of all layers are compared with the
bottom reference temperature, so the deviation seen close to the end is mainly from
the spacial difference of the nodes considered.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of three layers SNMPC temperature with bottom layer
reference temperature
The results from case 1 are then compared with case 2. Figure 5.14 shows the
SNMPC reference tracking case 1 and case 2. As one would expect at the interface case
1 has better tracking performance than that of case 2. Similarly, the middle and top
layer reference temperature is compared with the corresponding SNMPC temperature
evolution for both case1 and case 2. The results are shown in Fig. 5.15,5.16
113
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Figure 5.14: SNMPC reference temperature tracking for the bottom layer
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Figure 5.15: SNMPC reference temperature tracking for the middle layer
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Figure 5.16: SNMPC reference temperature tracking for the top layer
Here the reference temperature is tracked
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, online control method with NMPC is proposed for both sin-
gle layer of material and for multi-layer. First, a nonlinear model predictive control
(NMPC) scheme is outlined for UV-induced acrylate-based curing of a single layer
thick composite part. Then, the model is extended for switching nonlinear model
predictive control (SNMPC) for layer-by-layer curing process. The key characteristic
is that the processes model switches when a new layer is added to the existing layer.
Open loop optimal control is used to determine the optimal layering time and tem-
perature profile which give a nearly uniform cure distribution of a thick composite
material. Once the temperature trajectory and optimal time sequences are found, the
SNMPC is implemented for online control. The objective is to determine theoretical
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optimal behavior which are then used for online SNMPC for tracking the reference
temperature distribution. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach
a three-layer fiber-reinforced resin with two cases are considered and results show a
very good agreement between the reference temperature distribution and SNMPC for
both cases. However, as expected the interface the a cost function with switching cost
has shown a better performance.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
This dissertation documents an investigation into ultraviolet (UV) induced
curing and layering processes including schemes for their optimization and control.
First, a curing process model is developed that is comprised of the coupled cure-
kinetics and thermal evolution for a cationic polymerization of a single layer of mate-
rial. This model is then extended to the process of concurrent layering and curing of
multiple layers. The model for processing multiple layers is characterized as a multi-
mode system that switches modes both when the UV source is turned off and when
a new layer is added. A computational framework is outlined for determining the
optimal sequence of switching times that gives a minimal cure level deviation across
all layers subjected to the multi-mode system model of the process. For validation
purposes, a one layer material with two mode has been considered. Comparison of
the hardness of a sample cured with optimal switching time versus another sample
cured for a longer time showed similar hardness values while using energy/ total time.
To improve the inter-laminar shear strength, the effect of in-situ consolidation
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pressure on the inter-laminar shear strength of the final product is assessed experi-
mentally. Using the optimal time sequence, a fiber-reinforced composite is made with
in-situ consolidation and curing. The results showed that thick composite parts fab-
ricated with in-situ consolidation and UV curing process, with the optimal sequence,
showed increased inter-laminar shear strength with increases of the consolidation pres-
sure up to a certain point. An increase in consolidation pressure beyond this point
decreased the inter-laminar shear strength. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is
used to investigate the effect of compaction on the microstructure of the final cured
product.
For online control, first, a nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) scheme
is outlined for UV-induced acrylate-based curing of a single layer thick composite
part. Then, the model is extended for switching nonlinear model predictive control
(SNMPC) for layer-by-layer curing process. The key characteristic is that the pro-
cesses model switches when a new layer is added to the existing layer. Open loop
optimal control is used to determine the optimal layering time and temperature pro-
file which give a nearly uniform cure distribution of a thick composite material. Once
the temperature trajectory and optimal time sequences are found, the SNMPC is
implemented for online control. The objective is to determine theoretical optimal be-
havior which are then used for online SNMPC for tracking the reference temperature
distribution. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach a three-layer
fiber-reinforced resin is considered and results show a very good agreement between
the reference temperature distribution and SNMPC.
6.2 Future Works
The potential recommendations for future works are :
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1. Development of measurement mechanism for degree of cure: Degree of cure state
has been considered in many researchers as unmeasurable/difficult to measure.
However, dielectric analysis (DEA) or dielectric cure monitoring is a thermal
analysis technique for determining cure state. So the potential future work
related to this dissertation is to develop /customize the already existing DEA
to monitoring of UV-induced layer-by-layer cure process.
2. Robust switching nonlinear model predictive control for radiation induced layer-
by-layer curing process for both cationic and free radical polymerization con-





The state space model given in (2.18) is solved by converting the PDE to a
set of ODEs indexed by the spatial discretization of the domain. This is done using
the method of lines, with the central difference approach of approximating the spatial
derivatives in the temperature PDE. Each layer discussed in Section 2.3 is discretized
in the same manner. So, as a layer is added, the size of the state-space increases by
twice the spatial discretization of each layer. The ODEs for the temperature state
take the following form. Note that each equation is coupled to the local cure rates.
T˙j =

−(CT + 2)a 2a 0 ... 0 0 0
a −2a a · · · 0 0 0
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The local cure rates take different forms based on whether the UV is on or off.
Case 1: When UV is on
α˙2i−1 = d

exp(−E/RT1)(1 + exp(−φIp0 exp(−λ× 0))(1− α1)
exp(−E/RT2)(1 + exp(−φIp0 exp(−λ× dz))(1− α2)
...
exp(−E/RTnj−1)(1 + exp(−φIp0 exp(−λ× (nj − 1))(1− αnj)
exp(−E/RTnj)(1 + exp(−φIp0 exp(−λ× nj − 1))(1− αnj)










The above equations assume parameters such as density ρ, thermal conductivity kz
and specific heat capacity cp to take on average constant values. The coefficients a, b
and d are given as follows:
a = kz/dz
2ρcp, b = ∆H/cp, CT = 2dzh/kz, CI = 2dzϑ/kz, dz = l/(nj − 1), d = C0k0.
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